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Abstract  

 

Patient repositioning tasks expose healthcare providers (HCPs) to high bone-on-bone 

forces, resulting in the development of musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) (Fragala,2011). 

Researchers have been able to estimate biomechanical exposures during patient turning using 

kinematic and kinetic data collected from HCPs (e.g., Marras et al., 1999); however, many of 

these laboratory-based studies require considerable time and resources to execute and it also 

remains challenging to gather reliable data (Jäger et al., 2013). Digital human modeling (DHM) 

may offer unique advantages over direct measurement to estimate biomechanically relevant 

exposures. Investigators have used DHM to evaluate MSD hazards (Cao et al., 2013; Potvin, 

2017); however, there is limited evidence on the fidelity of their outputs. The objective of this 

study was to compare the kinematic and kinetic outputs produced by two commercial DHM 

software packages against those generated using a lab-based motion-capture driven approach 

when analyzing HCPs performance of patient turns.   

Twenty-five (25) HCPs (eight males) performed a patient turn in the laboratory using a 

hospital bed with a live 82kg male patient. Whole body kinematics and sagittal plane video were 

collected. External peak hand force was measured using a force gauge. An accelerometer was 

placed on the sternum of the patient to identify point of initial patient motion which was assumed 

to represent the time-point of peak hand force application. Whole body kinematics were used to 

drive a rigid linked segment model for each participant using Visual3D (C-Motion Inc., 

Germantown, USA). Measured peak hand force was divided by two and applied to the model at 

the grip center of each hand at the frame of peak force application. A top down modeling 

approach was used to calculate trunk and shoulder joint angles and L4-L5 and shoulder joint 
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moments about the flexion/extension axis. These outputs were extracted and compared against 

DHM software outputs. 

Siemens Jack (V 8.4) and Santos Pro DHM software packages were used to simulate the 

patient turn. The static patient turn posture used by the HCP was modeled using the manual joint 

manipulation, posture prediction and motion capture data importing approaches available in both 

software. Anthropometrics and peak hand force gathered from the laboratory experiment were 

inputted into the digital models. trunk and shoulder joint angles and L4-L5 and shoulder joint 

moments were computed and extracted about the flexion/extension axis from each digitally 

modeled posture. RMANOVAs, Pearson Product Moment correlation coefficients and Bland 

Altman analyses were used to compare DHM outputs to the lab-based model outputs.  

Results from this investigation indicate that the use of Siemens Jack’s (V 8.4) manual 

joint manipulation approach estimated low back and shoulder kinematics and kinetics that were 

in agreement with lab-based model outputs. The kinematics and kinetics computed using the 

posture prediction and motion capture driven approaches to modeling the patient repositioning 

task, using both Siemens Jack (V 8.4) and Santos Pro were not in agreement with the lab-based 

outputs. This may have been a result of differences in kinematic modeling assumptions related to 

the structure of skeletal linkage models, joint decompositions, degrees of freedom in each model 

and anthropometrics used in DHM software. The use of DHM tools for biomechanical analyses 

of patient repositioning tasks has the possibility to aide in the investigation of MSD exposures; 

however, it is important for investigators to understand the purpose of each DHM modeling 

approach as well as the underlying assumptions of digital human models that may affect 

kinematic and kinetic outputs used to quantify the exposure to MSDs. 
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1.0 Introduction  
 

1.1 Patient Handling and Musculoskeletal Disorders  

 Patient handling activities expose healthcare providers (HCPs) to musculoskeletal 

disorder (MSD) hazards. HCPs, including registered nurses, nursing assistants and personnel 

support workers have one of the highest rates of MSDs. According to 2014 Ontario health care 

sector injury statistics, 24% of lost time injury claims in nursing services were a result of MSDs 

associated with patient handling (lifting, transferring and reposting patients/residents/clients) 

(Health Care Sector Injury Statistics, 2016). In particular, researchers have found that 

repositioning patients in a bed is one of the highest risk activities for injuries among HCPs 

(Fragala & Bailey, 2003; Pompeii, Lipscomb, Schoenfisch, & Dement, 2009; Weiner, 

Alperovitch-Najenson, Ribak, & Kalichman, 2015). Repositions require HCPs to laterally slide 

the patient in their bed, reposition their limbs and turn them over from supine to lateral 

recumbent position. Patient repositioning has been reported as a task that involves frequent 

lifting, pulling, pushing, awkward postures and handling of heavy loads (Weiner, Kalichman, 

Ribak, & Alperovitch-Najenson, 2017). These are all MSD hazards that increase the risk of 

developing MSDs, including low back pain and shoulder injury (Fragala, 2011; Nelson, Lloyd, 

Menzel, & Gross, 2003; OSHA, 2009). 

Intervening on patient handling related MSDs first requires quantification of exposures. 

To determine the factors that increase the physical demands of the task the most, postures, 

durations, frequencies, and loads handled by HCPs during patient repositioning tasks have been 

analyzed to estimate biomechanical loading on HCPs. Researchers have evaluated the effects of 

patient repositioning actions on the compressive and shear forces acting at the 4th/5th lumbar 
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vertebrae joint (L4-L5) in a laboratory setting. Biomechanical studies have found that at peak 

exposures during repositioning can result in L4-L5 compressive forces over 3400N (W. S. 

Marras, Davis, Kirking, & Bertsche, 1999; Schibye et al., 2003); surpassing the NIOSH action 

limit for compressive loading on the spine (Waters, Putz-Anderson, Garg, & Fine, 1993). A 

research group from Denver investigated the effects of patient weight (59kg, 83kg and 109kg) 

and patient disability type (hemiplegia, paraplegia and near-paralysis) on spine forces during 

lateral transferring of patients. The study found that increased patient weight and disability 

imposed higher L4-L5 compressive and shear forces on HCPs (Skotte & Fallentin, 2008). Jäger 

et al. (2013) and Theilmeier, Jordan, Luttmann, & Jäger, (2010) used a specially designed 

hospital bed integrated with force sensors to more accurately quantify the hand forces exerted by 

HCPs when performing patient repositioning actions. Hand forces and postures used by HCPs 

resulted in low back compressive forces, that again, exceed recommended thresholds (Jäger et 

al., 2013; Theilmeier et al., 2010).  

1.2 Challenges Measuring Biomechanical Exposures During Patient Handling Tasks 

Our knowledge of biomechanical exposures during patient handling comes from the 

application of a traditional lab-based occupational biomechanics approach. Using this approach, 

researchers can directly measure kinetics (e.g., ground reaction forces) and kinematics (via 3D 

motion capture) as participants perform an occupational task of interest. These measured data 

provide inputs into biomechanical models (e.g., rigid linked segment models and joint models), 

which can yield estimates of net joint moments and bone-on bone forces. Despite previous 

efforts to apply this occupational biomechanics-based approach to health care, challenges persist 

when applying this approach to understand exposure profiles during patient handling activities. 
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Researchers have been able to estimate biomechanical exposures during patient 

repositioning using kinematic and kinetic data collected from HCPs; however, many of the 

studies have suffered from challenges affecting the ability to gather reliable data for a 

sufficiently wide range of situations. For example, HCPs have stepped off the force platforms 

during the performance of the patient repositioning actions (Schibye et al., 2003; Skotte et al., 

2002), altering the ground reaction force profiles necessary to support a rigid-linked modeling 

approach. Additionally, with the use of passive motion capture systems, the ability to view the 

reflective markers placed on the HCPs can be obstructed by the limbs of the HCP or by the 

patient (Jäger et al., 2013; Theilmeier et al., 2010), affecting the postural data profiles necessary 

to support modeling efforts. These challenges emphasize the difficulty in obtaining reliable 

biomechanical data for a wide array of situations as is required to explore new and novel designs 

and approaches to address MSD risks among HCPs associated with patient handling.   

Researchers have recognized that traditional biomechanical instrumentation can also be 

cumbersome or sometimes impossible to use in health care facilities including hospitals, clinics 

and long-term care homes (Cao, Jiang, Han, & Khasawneh, 2013; Jimerson, Park, Jiang, & 

Stajsic, 2016). Physical instrumentation to gather data as required to estimate levels of 

biomechanical exposure can disrupt or impede the natural performance of patient handling tasks 

or the standardized work processes of HCPs (Winkel & Mathiassen, 1994). Challenges 

performing occupational biomechanical investigations in health care facilities include shared 

working environments, facility regulations, security and privacy concerns (Hall, Longhurst, & 

Higginson, 2009). Due to this unique and dynamic environment, it is difficult for investigators to 

control co-founding factors such as patient weight or time of day, threatening the internal 

validity of findings.  
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1.3 Digital Human Modelling: An Alternative to Comprehensive Direct Measurement  

Digital human modeling (DHM) may offer unique advantages over direct measurement 

to estimate biomechanically relevant exposures. DHM allows users to investigate the relationship 

between workplace/tasks parameters and human factor elements, such as patient weight, hospital 

bed height, etc., quickly and efficiently. DHM simulates humans anthropometrically and 

biomechanically in 3D space. Avatars, representing humans, have integrated rigid-link skeletal 

models powered by an inverse kinematics (IK) algorithm to simulate real-time joint positions. 

Additionally, leveraging inverse kinetics and built in joint models, DHMs can provide estimates 

of bone-on-bone joint forces as well. DHM enables users to conduct occupational biomechanical 

evaluations on human – environment interactions with minimal to no disruption to the work 

process, obstructing physical instrumentation or extensive use of physical models (e.g. vehicle or 

machine prototype).  

Researchers, engineers and ergonomist have utilized DHM for design and injury risk 

assessments in aerospace, automotive, manufacturing and health care industries (Chaffin, 2008). 

Using a design-of-experiments approach, experts can run a variety of simulations, manipulating 

factors such as the physical environments, avatar anthropometry and task requirements, such as 

external loads, to effectively analyze and estimate their effects on MSD exposures. This 

advantage addresses the limitation of traditional lab-based assessments that are often restricted to 

the analysis of only a subset of conditions. For example, to model a manual work task, the user 

can position the joints of the virtual avatar to simulate a lift, carry or walking tasks in its 

specifically designed virtual environment, such as a warehouse. The user can then analyze the 

effects of different postures and loads or anthropometric parameters used in the simulation on 

biomechanical exposures such as joint forces experienced by the worker, providing evidence 
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about relationships between design parameters, movement behaviours and MSD exposure 

likelihood. With the ability to virtually mock up workplace environments and work processes to 

inform better designs, companies have reduced costs, time and lost time injury claims (Demirel 

& Duffy, 2007; Fritzsche, 2010).  

 Different DHM software packages have been developed that include a variety of 

capabilities; some including, Delmia, RAMSIS and 3DSSPP. Currently, Siemens Jack (V 8.4) 

and Santos Pro are commercially available DHM software packages with the latest developments 

in virtual simulation capabilities, including a wide range of anthropometric databases, advanced 

human posturing controls and IK and kinetics algorithms, improved rigid link models (RLMs), 

and ergonomics analysis tools (Chaffin, 2005). These features, allow users to create static or 

dynamic simulations of avatars interacting with their environment, physical objects or with other 

simulated humans. Furthermore, Jack (V 8.4) and Santos Pro offer three avatar control 

approaches to simulate human kinematics. These include manual joint manipulation, direct 

motion capture data importing and posture prediction (Santoshuman Inc. Software, 2009; 

Siemans PLM Software, 2016). Each of these posturing approaches yields a set of joint angles 

for the rigid link human model integrated in the avatar of Jack and Santos; however, validation 

of these posturing approaches for the application in healthcare sector is still required. 

DHM has been widely applied in automotive and manufacturing industries, but it also has 

a strong prospect for increased applications within the healthcare sector. Investigators have used 

DHM to evaluate the MSD hazards associated with patient handling activities (Cao et al., 2013; 

Jimerson et al., 2016; L. Zhang, Niu, Feng, Xu, & Li, 2013); however, some users found that the 

DHM software was limited, as it could not simulate the HCP’s preferred movement strategies 

(Paul & Quintero-Duran, 2015). While many investigators have used DHM to evaluate MSD 
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hazards in a variety of occupational tasks, there is limited evidence on the validity of their 

outputs. We do not know if the avatar control approaches used to simulate whole body postures 

are realistic. This thesis describes a study that compared the joint angles and joint moments 

estimated by Jack (V 8.4) and Santos, using each of their three posturing approaches, relative to 

those calculated using a traditional lab-based occupational biomechanics approach, as HCPs 

perform a patient repositioning task.  

1.4 Research Objective  

1. The objective of this study was to compare the low back and shoulder kinematic and 

kinetic outcomes produced using Siemens Jack (V 8.4) and Santos Pro software 

package's avatar control approaches; manual joint manipulation, direct motion capture 

data importing and posture prediction approaches to those calculated using a lab-based 

rigid-link segmental model when modeling HCPs performance of a patient repositioning 

task.  

1.5 Research Questions 

1. How do L4-L5 and shoulder flexor/extensor joint moments and trunk and shoulder 

flexion/extension joint angles of HCPs during the performance of a patient reposition 

differ, when estimated using: 

a. Siemens Jack (V 8.4) and Santos Pro software package's manual joint 

manipulation approach; 

b. Siemens Jack (V 8.4) and Santos Pro software package's direct motion capture 

data importing approach; and 

c. Siemens Jack (V 8.4) and Santos Pro software package's posture prediction 

approach 
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relative to when calculated using a lab-based rigid-linked segment model approach driven 

by directly measured kinematics and hand forces? 

2. Are L4-L5 and shoulder flexor/extensor joint moments and trunk and shoulder 

flexion/extension joint angles of HCPs when repositioning a patient estimated using 

Siemens Jack (V 8.4) or Santos Pro correlated with those estimated using a lab-based 

rigid-linked segment model approach? 

1.6 Research Hypotheses  

1. There will be significant differences between L4-L5 and shoulder flexor/extensor joint 

moments and trunk and shoulder flexion/extension joint angles estimated using Siemens 

Jack (V 8.4) and Santos Pro, relative to those calculated using a lab-based rigid-linked 

segment model approach when using the posture prediction approach to simulate HCPs 

repositioning a patient, but no differences when using the manual joint manipulation and 

direct motion capture approaches. 

i. The posture prediction approach estimates a set of joint angles (whole 

body posture) for the avatar using software specific algorithms. Therefore, 

posture prediction provides users with the least control when simulating a 

posture. Therefore, it is hypothesized that joint angles and moments 

produced using the posture prediction approach will be significantly 

different from the lab-based RLM outputs. In turn, when importing motion 

capture directly into the DHM or when manually manipulating the avatar, 

the user is offered greater control over posturing. As a result, it was 

anticipated that when DHMs were used in manual joint manipulation or 
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motion capture importing modes, it would result in outcome measures that 

would be similar to the lab-based RLM (Figure 1). 

2. When considering correlations between L4-L5 and shoulder flexor/extensor joint 

moments and trunk and shoulder flexion/extension joint angles: 

a. Manual joint manipulation will result in outcome measures that are moderately 

correlated (0.5≤ r ≤ 0.7) to those calculated using a lab-based rigid-linked 

segment model approach driven by directly measured kinematics and hand forces 

when modeling HCPs repositioning a patient.  

i. Since posturing is based on the sagittal image of the participant, there may 

be differences in output variables. Position of the avatar segments 

according to the video image may produce differing results relative to the 

lab-based RLM because the geometric segments (with clothing) will be 

positioned. This could produce differing shoulder and trunk joint angles 

and moments. While this limitation may cause differences in the output 

joint angles and moments relative to the lab-based RLM, it is predicted 

this method will still produce relatively similar results to the lab-based 

RLM outputs as the user has control over joint/segment positioning. 

 

b. Direct motion capture data importing will result in outcome measures that are 

strongly correlated (r > 0.7) with those calculated using a lab-based rigid-linked 

segment model approach driven by directly measured kinematics and hand forces 

when modeling HCPs repositioning a patient.  
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i. Joint and segment positions gathered from the laboratory collection using 

motion capture will be mapped onto the anthropometrically scaled virtual 

avatar. Jack and Santos should compute similar shoulder and L5-L5 angles 

and moments. It is hypothesized that anthropometric databases and linkage 

model differences within Jack and Santos may produce some error in the 

joint angles and moments when using this approach 

 

c. Posture prediction will result in outcome measures that are weakly correlated (r < 

0.5) with those calculated using a lab-based rigid-linked segment model approach 

driven by directly measured kinematics and hand forces when modeling HCPs 

repositioning a patient.  

i. Since there is very little control over the posture predicted by the DHM 

when using the posture prediction approach, it is anticipated that there will 

be high variability in kinematic and kinetic model outputs relative to the 

lab-based RLM. Both Jack and Santos use unique algorithms to predict 

human postures (statistical and optimization-based approaches 

respectively); however, very little control of the inputs into the software 

packages is required by the user relative to the direct motion capture 

approach and manual joint manipulation approach. Therefore, since there 

is less control in the model parameter inputs, it is hypothesized that 

posture prediction approach will produce weakly correlated joint angles 

and moments.  
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Figure 1. Illustration of user control across the three posturing approaches 

1.7 Prioritization of Outcome Variables 

The outcome variables (biomechanical measures) of interest in this study will be 

prioritized based on their value towards the investigation of MSD Hazards in HCPs (clinical 

significance). The output variables will be ranked as follows:  

1) L4-L5 flexor/extensor joint moments (moment produced in the sagittal plane about the 

L4-L5 joint) 

2) Shoulder flexor/extensor joint moments (moment produced in the sagittal plane about the 

shoulder joint center) 

3) Trunk flexion/extension angles (angle formed between the trunk segment and pelvis 

segment, in the sagittal plane) 

4) Shoulder flexion/extension joint angles (angle formed between the humerus segment and 

trunk segment, in the sagittal plane) 

L4-L5 and shoulder joint flexor/extensor joint moments were prioritized over the trunk 

and shoulder flexion/extension joint angles because joint moments are often used by ergonomist 

and researchers to quantify the risk of injuries, as it is a measure that describes the amount of 

torque applied to each joint of the musculoskeletal system. L4-L5 flexor/extensor moments was 

ranked first because there is a higher risk for low back injuries in HCPs during patient 

repositioning over shoulder injuries (Fragala, 2011; Nelson et al., 2003; OSHA, 2009). Incidence 

rate for back injuries involving lost work days was 181.6 per 10 000 full-time HCPs (Nelson et 
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al, 2003). L4-L5 flexor/extensor joint moments are important biomechanical variables used to 

calculate low back compression forces, which is an objective measure used often in spine 

research to predict the risk of development of low back injuries (Marras, Davis, Kirking, & 

Bertsche, 1999; Schibye et al., 2003). Shoulder injuries and pain are commonly reported by 

nursing personnel during the performance of patient handling tasks (Black, Shah, Busch, 

Metcalfe, & Lim, 2011). HCPs are exposed to high peak and cumulative shoulder demands 

during patient reposition tasks, increasing their risk of sustaining a shoulder injury (Belbeck, 

Cudlip, & Dickerson, 2014). As a result, shoulder flexor/extensor moments were selected as an 

outcome to validate as it is a biomechanical measure that has been used by researchers to assess 

the risk of injury to the shoulder during occupational tasks (Bjelle, Hagberg, & Michaelson, 

1981).  

Joint angles are measures commonly used in physical ergonomics to define and classify 

working postures adapted by individuals during the performance of occupational tasks (Lowe, 

Weir, & Andrews, 2014), as a result trunk and shoulder flexion/extension joint angles were 

ranked with least prioritization. The trunk and shoulder have been most commonly observed 

deviating from neutral position during patient handling tasks such as patient turning (Freitag et 

al., 2012), therefore angles at these sites will be useful for identifying determinants of injury risk 

such as biomechanical loading (moments) of joints and tissues (Marras & Karwowski, 2006). 

Since joint angles are commonly used to assess risk, they had least priority in this investigation.  

1.8 Rationale for Research   

This research will generate new knowledge regarding the ability of digital human 

modeling tools, and inherent modeling approaches, to simulate and estimate biomechanical 

exposures relevant to a patient handling task. Comparing Jack (V 8.4) and Santos Pro digital 
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human model kinematic and kinetic outputs to laboratory data-based rigid-link model outputs 

will provide preliminary evidence towards the validity of DHM software package’s ability to 

adequately evaluate MSD exposures within a patient handling context. If we can verify which of 

the three avatar control approaches available in Jack (V 8.4) and Santos are valid for simulating 

and analyzing the kinematics and kinetics of HCPs performing patient handling activities, it 

could potentially support the utility of DHM as a cost-efficient and effective tool to investigate 

MSDs in the healthcare sector, and also to inform the design of new tools and products to reduce 

MSD exposures the HCPs.  
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2.0 Review of Relevant Literature  

2.1 Patient Repositioning and Workplace Musculoskeletal Disorders 

HCPs are exposed to MSD hazards when performing patient handling tasks. HCPs, 

including registered nurses, nursing assistants and personal support workers routinely perform 

physically demanding tasks, including lifting, transferring and repositioning patients. 

Epidemiological studies report that providing direct patient care involves frequent exposure to 

MSD hazards including: manual handling, awkward postures and repeated handling of heavy 

loads (Estrynbehar et al., 1990). These hazards have been associated with high spine forces when 

performing patient handling tasks (Gagnon, Chehade, Kemp, & Lortie, 1987; Skotte & Fallentin, 

2008; Ulin et al., 1997). Specifically, biomechanical studies have indicated that patient 

repositioning tasks expose HCPs to L4-L5 compressive and shear forces above recommended 

threshold limit values (W. S. Marras, Davis, Kirking, & Bertsche, 1999; Schibye et al., 2003).  

Repositioning of immobile patients involves several patient handling actions, including 

laterally sliding the patient to the side of the bed, adjusting their limbs and turning the patient 

from supine to lateral recumbent position. These patient handling actions have been observed to 

involve the use of frequent and forceful pushing, pulling and lifting exertions by the HCP 

(Weiner et al., 2015). Exposure to pushing, pulling and lifting can increase the risk of exposure 

to MSD hazards in HCPs (Fragala, 2011; Nelson et al., 2003; OSHA, 2009). 

Manually repositioning patients helps to prevent the development of bedsores as a result 

of prolonged pressure to the skin and underlying tissue (Bergstrom et al., 2013; Griffiths, 2012). 

HCPs have been observed repositioning patients at least 15 times over a 24hour period, 

highlighting the tasks frequency (Latimer, Chaboyer, & Gillespie, 2015). Since repositioning 
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patients is frequently performed, it increases a HCP’s frequency of exposure to MSD hazards 

(high loads, awkward postures), consequently, increasing their risk for developing MSDs 

2.2 Biomechanical Studies on Patient Reposition Tasks  

Several studies have investigated MSD exposures associated with patient handling 

activities. Schibye et al. (2003) reported peak L4-L5 joint compressive forces above 3400N, in 

addition to high shear and net joint moments when HCPs perform patient repositioning. 

Similarly, researchers from Denmark found that patient reposition actions including lateral 

transfers and lifting resulted in L4-L5 compressive and shear forces exceeding injury thresholds 

(Skotte et al., 2002; Skotte & Fallentin, 2008). Further, increased weight and decreased mobility 

of patients were directly linked to increased spine loading on HPCs. Lindbeck & Engkvist (1993) 

estimated the L5-S1 joint moments as a function of time for a two HCP team when turning a 

patient from supine to lateral recumbent position. At the instant of estimated peak force 

application, spine moments up to 96Nm were imposed on the lead HCP.  

Researchers have utilized unique biomechanical instrumentation and equipment to 

characterize the kinematics and kinetics associated with patient repositioning actions. Caboor et 

al. (2000) used an electrogoniometer, combined with electromyography to assess the change in 

postural and muscular demands of HCPs when performing patient handling tasks at different bed 

heights. The study did not observe changes in spinal motions or muscular demands as a result of 

bed height adjustments. Marras, Davis, Kirking, & Bertsche (1999) used a Lumbar Motion 

Monitor and electromyography (EMG) to gather kinematic and kinetic data to calculate internal 

spinal forces experienced by HCPs during patient transfer tasks. An EMG-assisted model 

estimated compressive forces at the L4-L5 joint over 3400N when using a partnered patient 

transfer technique.  
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Since patient repositioning involves the use of multiple maneuvering actions and forceful 

exertions, researchers have created in-house hospital bed mock ups with integrated force sensors 

to estimate the forces exerted by HCPs. A research group from Germany developed a hospital 

bed with tri-axial force sensors imbedded into the bedspring frame to record the forces exerted 

by the HCPs during the performance of patient repositioning actions (Jäger et al., 2013; 

Theilmeier et al., 2010).  Using external force recordings and postural data gathered using 

motion capture system, researchers were able to calculate spinal forces. The study found high 

L4-L5 compressive forces and spine moments that were a result of excessive spine flexion and 

lateral force exertions used during patient repositioning actions (Jäger et al., 2013; Theilmeier et 

al., 2010).  

2.3 Challenges and Limitations when Preforming Biomechanical Investigations on 

Patient Handling Tasks 
 

While researchers have been able to measure the external and estimate the internal forces 

imposed on the musculoskeletal system of HCPs during patient handling activities, multiple 

challenges and limitations have been reported. For example, researchers who have used in 

ground force platforms to gather kinetic measures during patient handling tasks have faced 

challenges when the HCP had stepped off the force plate during the task (Lindbeck & Engkvist, 

1993; Skotte et al., 2002). Studies using passive motion capture systems to gather kinematic data 

found that the reflective markers attached to the HCP were occasionally obstructed by their own 

limbs or the patient during the performance of patient reposition tasks (Jäger et al., 2013; 

Theilmeier et al., 2010). Additionally, while the use of laboratory-based mock ups are useful for 

characterizing the biomechanical exposures experienced by HCPs during patient repositioning 
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actions, these studies are costly and time consuming, limiting the number of experimental 

conditions, or alternate approaches that could be considered.  

Though some research exists, as noted above, much less information is available about 

the biomechanics of patient handling, relative to general lifting, likely due to the challenges and 

limitations associated with characterizing exposures during the performance of unique patient 

handling tasks. Due to the complexity of patient handling tasks, researchers have issues 

gathering reliable human kinetic and kinematic data required to compute biomechanical 

measures that are used to estimate MSD exposures. Specifically, performing biomechanical 

investigations directly within health care facilities can pose challenges due to the dynamic 

environment, time constraints, costs and anonymity of patients (Hall et al., 2009; Winkel & 

Mathiassen, 1994). However, digital human models (DHMs) offers an alternative approach to 

estimate and characterize the kinematics and kinetics associated with patient handling activities. 

DHMs offers the ability to virtually simulate human behaviours as they interact with tools and 

equipment in a target environment. DHMs provide users with a method to simulate the postures 

and external loads experienced by real life humans and to derive the associated biomechanical 

measures required to evaluate MSD risks.  

2.4 Digital Human Modeling: An Alternate Approach to Estimate MSD Hazards for High 

Risk Jobs  
 

DHMs bridge the gap between computer aided designs (CAD) and human factors and 

ergonomics (HF&E). DHM software packages have the capabilities of emulating humans 

anthropometrically and biomechanically by using scaled avatars within representative 3D 

computer generated environments. DHM software packages draw on databases of anthropometry 

allowing users to scale an avatar’s body segments to match the work population using regression 
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equations (Blanchonette, 2010). Alternatively, some DHM software packages have used the 

Generator of Body Data (GEBOD) (Cheng, Obergefell, & Rizer, 1994) to generate scaled 

geometric human body segments.  

Avatars created in DHM software packages have complex kinematic linkage models that 

closely resemble the human skeletal structure with joints that obey physiological range of motion 

(ROM) restrictions and geometric shape. Avatars have integrated IK algorithms that are used to 

configure and drive avatars to produce human postures (described by a set of joint angles) and 

motions. IK models use external exposure data (force or pressure) along with anthropometric 

data to calculate net joint moments and forces experienced by the avatar (Duffy, 2008). The 

avatar’s body is represented as a set of articulating links in a kinematic chain, therefore 

intersegmental joint moments and forces are calculated from forces measured at the top of the 

chain (top down inverse kinetics model) 3D dynamic model (Duffy, 2008). Alongside the 

inverse dynamic models, some DHM software packages also have integrated complex spine 

models to compute peak compression, shear and moments at the L4-L5 joint. Nuanced 

differences in modeling approaches between different commercially available DHMs may yield 

meaningful differences in estimated biomechanical exposure outputs underpinning the need for 

this comparative study. 

Ergonomic analysis tool kits have also been integrated into DHM software packages to 

help users identify, evaluate and interpret MSD hazard risks. These include assessment tools 

such as National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health’s (NIOSH) lifting equation, Rapid 

Upper Limb Assessment (RULA) tool, Rapid Entire Body Assessment (REBA) tool, Ovako 

Working Posture Analysis System (OWAS) and Methods Time Measurement  (MTM) system 

and Porter’s Comfort Rating Scale (Woldstad, 2006). However, the outcome of each tool 
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depends on how well the underlying DHM model replicates the kinematics and kinetics 

associated with the simulated behaviour. The ability to produce valid kinematic and kinetic 

estimates is crucial to the long-term utility and sustainability of DHM to support the 

consideration of HF&E into high-demand tasks like patient handling. 

2.5 DHM Applications in Manufacturing Industries  

DHM was first adopted by the aerospace industry, followed by the automotive 

engineering sectors (Demirel & Duffy, 2007). Through the virtual interaction of 3D 

objects/humans in a 2D computational interface, engineers have been able to utilize DHM for 

work station and product design as well as the optimization of work systems. Several researchers 

have successfully applied DHM to digitally mock up cock pit and crew work station designs to 

assess HF&E metrics (Karmakar, Pal, Majumdar, & Majumdar, 2012; Rune, Hongjun, & Bifeng, 

2008; Sanjog, Karmakar, Patel, & Chowdhury, 2015; Sun, Gao, Yuan, & Zhao, 2011). Analysis 

emphasized cockpit design on vision and accessibility across variable anthropometrics of crew 

members. Through digital mock ups, engineers have analyzed human-machine interactions and 

incorporated them into design drawings in CAD (Demirel & Duffy, 2007; Naumann & Roetting, 

2007), eliminating the need for physical mock-ups, shortening design cycle times and decreasing 

development costs for companies.  

DHM is most commonly used to facilitate proactive HF&E investigations within 

automotive manufacturing, allowing companies to simulate realistic postures in order to evaluate 

efficiency of the work processes and systems. Specifically, industrial engineers have widely used 

DHM to simulate humans in CAD vehicle designs to account for human factors. Parameters such 

as passenger comfort, visibility, ingress/egress, reach capability have been evaluated in the 

design process of new vehicles (Naumann & Roetting, 2007). Reed & Huang (2008) modeled the 
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human motions used during the stages of ingress/egress of vehicles during their design process in 

DHM to identify design issues associated with the variability in human anthropometrics and 

motions. DHM has also been used to simulate and analyze workers’ postures and motions used 

when performing specific tasks on automotive assembly lines in order to improve the efficiency 

of the assembly line design (Dan Lämkull, Hanson, & Roland Örtengren, 2009).  

 DHM has also been used to facilitate proactive ergonomic investigations within 

manufacturing tasks to predict musculoskeletal demands. Fritzsche (2010) and (Lämkull, 

Hanson, & Roland Örtengren (2009) found that DHM process simulations provided correct 

estimates of physical demands relative to real life estimates when evaluating the static postures 

of vehicle assembly line workers. Chang & Wang (2007) simulated automobile assembly tasks 

using CAD objects of the vehicle parts. The integrated ergonomic and biomechanical analysis 

tools identified MSD hazards associated with individual task operations (Chang & Wang, 2007).   

DHM allows users to perform predictive simulations to improve and support manual 

materials handling tasks. Regazzoni & Rizzi, (2013) generated multiple simulations of a manual 

loading operation across a 5th and 50th percentile female and 50th and 95th percentile male to 

predict the reachability of different workers in order to optimize the height of a loading platform. 

Hanson, Högberg, & Söderholm (2012) illustrated the iterative process involved when solving 

for the optimal work posture to minimize joint stresses associated with a truck part assembly 

line. Anthropometrics, and joint positions were repeatedly adjusted to minimize stressors in order 

to identify the safest working posture. Case, Hussain, Marshall, Summerskill, & Gyi (2015) used 

DHM to model older adults with limited upper limb joint mobility when performing 

manufacturing tasks to identify acceptable and unacceptable strategies used to perform tasks 

given the joint demands. With the ability to instantly change anthropometrics, hand loads and 
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joint positions of the avatar during static or dynamic human simulations, users have been able to 

utilize DHMs to predict occupational task demands and optimize worker performance.  

 DHMs have enabled users to test a wider range of human machine/equipment interactions 

than physical mock-ups to explore issues related to assembly cycle times and worker safety 

(Naumann & Roetting, 2007). With the ability to adjust anthropometrics, postures and loads, 

engineers and ergonomist have been able to optimize product designs and work environments to 

minimize injury (Xudong Zhang & Chaffin, 2006). Furthermore, industry experts, at the 

administrative level have been able to efficiently solve and communicate health and safety 

related issues within the company to improve injury prevention strategies (Chaffin, 2008).  

2.6 DHM Applications in the Healthcare Sector  

While DHM has been effectively used in the automotive and manufacturing industries, 

improved virtual human modeling tools are beginning to see application in the healthcare sector. 

DHM has been employed to optimize healthcare facility design. Zhang, Xue, Li, & Kim, (2013) 

developed a virtual human torso model with 30 degrees of freedom (DOF) to evaluate the effect 

of surgical table heights. While the virtual model did provide insight into ergonomic guidelines, 

it was limited to posture analysis of the upper torso and used one standard anthropometric 

linkage model. Similarly, Paul & Quintero-Duran (2015) utilized Jack (V 7.1) to simulate a 

hospital bed pushing task to evaluate the influence of different anthropometric conditions of 

HCPs on hospital bed design. However, based on the simulation results, authors concluded that 

simulating complex healthcare tasks was limited in Jack (V 7.1) due to its inability to simulate an 

individual’s movement preferences or motor control strategies (Paul & Quintero-Duran, 2015).  

 Investigators have also used DHM tools to assist in evaluating and identifying MSD 

hazards associated with patient handling activities. Jimerson, Park, Jiang, & Stajsic (2016) used 
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Jack (V 7.1) to assess the low back forces experienced by HCPs when performing actions 

required to prepare immobile patients for transfer. But since Jack (V 7.1) lacks the ability to 

model human-to-human interactions, researchers used rudimentary CAD objects with calculated 

scaled body segment masses to simulate the patient. Similarly, Cao, Jiang, Han, & Khasawneh 

(2013) used Jack (V 7.1) to model and evaluate the low back forces imposed on HCPs when 

performing a barrow lift across different patient and HCP anthropometrics. Researchers 

constrained the trunk flexion angle of HCPs to 45 degrees and used a systematic bed height.  Due 

to these simulation constraints, the study was not able to explore the effect of these independent 

variables on low back forces. Potvin (2017) used Jack (V 8.0) to evaluate the postures and loads 

imposed on HCPs when rotating a patient using a clinical assistive chair. While the investigation 

provided insights into the biomechanical demands imposed on HCPs, the data was limited by the 

extent to which it could be generalized. The study simulated and analyzed one posture that could 

be adopted by a 50th percentile female HCP when using the chair, while there could have been 

several possible postures adopted by HCPs depending on their motor control strategies and 

anthropometrics.   

One known published study simulated a patient repositioning activity to evaluate and 

control the MSD hazard exposures on HCPs. Zhang, Niu, Feng, Xu, & Li (2013) used classic 

Jack (V 7.1) to simulate static and dynamic actions used by HCPs to turn patients from supine to 

lateral recumbent position. While researchers were able to simulate the postures associated with 

the dynamic task of turning a patient, external hand force exposures during each action were not 

included into the simulations.  As mentioned previously, biomechanical evidence suggests that 

exposure to handling heavy loads (patients) during patient repositioning actions is one of the 

MSD hazards directly related to the increase in spinal forces imposed on HCPs (Skotte & 
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Fallentin, 2008). Future efforts to simulate patient handling should consider the influence of 

hand forces.  

 It is apparent that DHM has the capacity to be used in the automotive/manufacturing 

sectors, and the healthcare sector. HF&E experts practicing in healthcare have the ability to 

assess the influence of various health care tasks, work processes and medical device designs on 

MSD hazard exposures. However, very few studies have explored the validity of simulating 

complex healthcare tasks such as patient repositioning. There is a clear need to validate the 

utility of DHM for use in healthcare. 

2.7 Avatar Posturing and Control Approaches  

Over the past decade, simple single virtual human models have evolved into unique and 

powerful DHM software packages. Some of which include BOEMAN, MannequinPro, Siemens 

Jack, Safework, SAMMIE, RAMSIS, DELMIA, 3DSSPP and Santos (Raghunathan & R, 2016). 

DHM software packages have improved kinematic linkage models and algorithms that have 

increased efficiency, accuracy and control of the virtual avatar. To simulate the posture of the 

avatar, developers have integrated three different methods into DHM software packages to 

derive whole body linked segment joint positions. Three posturing approaches include; manual 

joint manipulation, 3D kinematic data importing and posture prediction (Duffy, 2008). Each of 

these avatar posturing approaches offer different levels of precision and fidelity.  

2.7.1 Manual Joint Manipulation  

In the early DHM software packages developed, users were required to manually 

articulate the avatar’s joints independently to simulate whole body postures. With the 

improvements of rigid link models, users are now able to produce more realistic postures with 

increased degrees of freedom (DOF) at the joints, subjected to individual joint limits. As users 
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move individual segments, most DHM software packages use real time IK to determine the 

position of the linked segments/joints (Duffy, 2008).  

Manual posturing approach is commonly used in reactive ergonomics to evaluate the 

risks associated with a job or task. Ergonomists have used manually postured DHM simulations 

to evaluate static postures and force exposures in order to provide estimates of physical demands 

imposed on individuals during real-life occupational tasks (Satheeshkumar & Krishnakumnar, 

2014). Since manual posturing is often used to assess and report the current risks associated with 

a task, it has been often used as descriptive tool in the ergonomics design process (Chang & 

Wang, 2007; Fritzsche, 2010; Rajput, Kalra, & Singh, 2013; Samson & Khasawneh, 2009). 

Jimerson and colleagues (2016) used postural and biomechanical data obtained from their digital 

simulations of HCPs preparing patients to make recommendations for equipment manufacturers 

and HCP/staff training to eliminate or control MSD hazards.  

However, manually posturing can be laborious and an inconsistent process. For example, 

when a user is given the same goal posture to model, a different user may realize very different 

movement strategies based on knowledge of biomechanics and work processes (Duffy, 2008). 

Consequently, small deviations in postures caused through manual joint manipulation can result 

in large errors in the external joint moments and bone on bone forces produced by the 

biomechanical models (Chaffin, 2005). This can result in errors in prediction of MSD hazard 

exposures.  

Manual manipulation of the avatar still remains one of the most common approaches to 

posturing avatars (Duffy, 2008), but is one of the most time-consuming components of DHM 

(Wegner, Chiang, Kemmer, Lämkull, & Roll, 2007) due to the complexity of the joint linkages. 

Therefore, to avoid these inaccuracies and decrease the time taken for human model posturing, 
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developers have added alternative approaches for avatar posturing including direct 3D kinematic 

data importing into the DHM software to simulate more accurate postures. 

2.7.2 3D Kinematic Data Importing 

The most recently updated and developed DHM software packages, including Jack (V 

8.4) and Santos, have the ability to drive motions and postures of the virtual avatar using 

kinematic data gathered from a motion tracking device. The unique add-on feature included in 

these packages allows users to import 3D motion capture data collected to recreate the posture in 

the DHM package. 3D position data of the subject’s joints and segments are imported into the 

package which refines the avatar’s posture to mimic the real life subject’s postures or motions 

(Santoshuman Inc. Software, 2009; Siemans PLM Software, 2016). Data importing reduces 

simulation times for users as well as improves the accuracy of postures (joint angles) and 

captures variability in movement relative to manual joint manipulation approach (Duffy, 2008). 

However, this approach can only be used by researchers or industries that have access to motion 

capture technologies. Further, since this approach relies on importing of data through DHM, we 

do not know how potential errors or inaccuracies could arise when mapping motion capture data 

onto the computerized human avatar, motivating the need for this investigation.  

2.7.3 Posture Prediction 

To provide users with an alternate approach to decrease DHM simulation times, posture 

and motion prediction approaches have been integrated into DHM software packages to rapidly 

posture the avatar with minimal manual input. To generate a posture (set of joint angles) for a 

given task, such as grabbing an object, end effectors (point of interest on the human body, end of 

kinematic chain) and target contact (point or plane in space) must be identified first. Using these 

points throughout the iterative simulation process a statistical regression approach or an 
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optimization algorithm is applied to estimate the avatar’s motion or posture (Abdel-Malek & 

Arora, 2013; Duffy, 2008).  

Statistical regression (data-driven) approaches to predict postures, rely on pre-recorded 

motion data, anthropometrics and functional regression models to predict joint angles as a 

function of time (Duffy, 2008). Data driven posture prediction includes large data sets and 

multiple model parameters (human anthropometrics, target coordinates, etc.). This can result in 

increased risk of computational errors in the algorithm, causing reduced accuracy in the 

regressed postures. For example, if a user wanted to predict a posture for a target point that was 

not part of the experimental database, the algorithm would use extrapolation to obtain results. As 

a result, poor postures can be predicted if they do not fit the exact anthropometrics or motions 

included in the database (Duffy, 2008). Comparatively, the optimization-based approach to 

predict postures takes the biomechanics, physics of motion and human behaviour into 

consideration (Abdel-Malek & Arora, 2013). Joint angles are calculated for a single posture, or 

for a sequence of postures by solving a general optimization problem based on objective 

functions related to human performance criteria (Abdel-Malek et al., 2007). 

The posture prediction approach can help facilitate the proactive ergonomics process. 

Where ergonomist and researchers have the ability to verify the suitability of a workplace or task 

during the development stages (Regazzoni & Rizzi, 2013). Users can predict how the worker will 

perform a task based on their anthropometrics, physical abilities or placement of interacting 

materials/tools. Posture prediction has been commonly used in the automotive industry to predict 

the reach capability of occupants during the design process of vehicle interiors (Chaffin, 2005; 

Xia & Gunther, 2011; Yang, Kim, et al., 2007) 
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Posture prediction is a time efficient approach for estimating human movement 

behaviour. However, since the human body is a highly redundant system, the avatar could adopt 

many different whole body joint angle configurations to achieve assigned task objectives that 

may not simulate the actual postures and motions used by subjects across different occupations 

and activities. Moreover, posture prediction can also be limited by the kinematic model’s DOF. 

Research is required to determine the reliability of the posture generating feature in producing 

human body postures for complex tasks, such as patient handling. This is especially important 

when validating the utility of DHM for proactive HF&E investigations.  

2.8 Advanced Digital Human Modeling Software Packages  

According to the literature on the development of DHMs, the most advanced DHM 

software packages currently in the market for commercial use are Siemens Jack (V 8.4) and 

Santos. Both software packages have improved biomechanical models for enhanced avatar 

control, robust algorithms, updated anthropometric databases, realistic skeletal linkage models 

with greater DOF and computationally fast real-time simulations (Duffy, 2008). 

2.8.1 Siemens Jack (V 8.4) 

Siemens Jack remains as a popular, commercially available DHM package serving a 

range of clients within North America. The Jack human modeling tool was developed at the 

Center for Human Modelling and Simulation at the University of Pennsylvania (Badler, Phillips, 

& Webber, 1999a). The main impetus for the development of Jack was to support the inclusion 

of HF&E principles into the design and development of workspaces, emphasizing the 

optimization of human-machine interfaces. Avatars (Jack or Jill) are scaled based on regression 

equations that use comprehensive military civilian anthropometric survey (ANSUR) data. The 

database contains 132 anthropometric measures from 9000 military personnel (1774 men and 
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2208 female) (Raschke, Schutte, & Chaffin, 2000). The skeletal linkage model includes 71 

segments and 64 joints with 135 DOF (Monheit & Badler, 1991). The shoulder is composed of 

two articulating joints (shoulder and sterno-clavicular joints) and the spine consists of 12 

thoracic and 5 lumbar vertebrae (Monheit & Badler, 1991). Jack uses an IK model to compute 

whole body joint angles and an inverse dynamics approach (top-down) to calculate joint 

moments and reactions forces. To control the avatar, users have the options of manually 

manipulating the joints, importing motion capture data to drive Jack/Jill, or using the posture 

prediction command.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Jack’s posture prediction uses a data-driven statistical regression approach; therefore, it 

can only produce accurate results for a finite number of tasks/motions. An accumulation of more 

than 70 000 motions collected from subjects performing a variety of manual automotive related 

tasks were gathered to create a database for the model (Duffy, 2008; Faraway & Reed, 2007). 

Motions collected using 3D motion capture included reaching for controls in a vehicle, lifting 

Figure 2. Skeletal linkage model of Jack (V 8.4) 
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objects onto shelves and stepping around small areas (Faraway & Reed, 2007). Kinematic data 

from this is used to model functions as opposed to scalar/vector motions that are used to predict 

postures. Jack’s built-in IK algorithms are used to determine how Jack will move based on the 

behavioural constrains selected (e.g., torso constrained, head/eye fixated on object), then the 

avatar can be moved to select the end effector, and the joints involved will be automatically 

adjusted using the IK algorithms (Duffy, 2008).  

Digital environments can be created and modified using a range of native CAD object 

libraries (office furniture, automotive objects). Along with a range of ergonomic analysis tools 

available to support the assessment of workplace designs, Jack has also included a lumbar-torso 

model to calculate low back forces. Jack has integrated Raschke’s (1996) neurophysiology-based 

model that estimates L4-L5 compression and shear forces. The biomechanical lumbar-torso 

model uses muscle recruitment based on a distributed moment histogram method to predict 

agonist and antagonist activity in the torso (Raschke, Martin, & Chaffin, 1996).  

2.8.2 Santos Pro 

Santos is emerging as a competitor DHM software in the North American market. This 

DHM package was developed at the Virtual Soldier Research Program at the University of Iowa 

(Abdel-Malek et al., 2007). Santos was developed with the primary focus of modeling realistic 

human characteristics; including whole body movement, appearance and feedback (Abdel-malek 

et al., 2008).  
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Avatars (Santos or Sophia) are scaled based on a GEBOD program that produces human 

and dummy body description data used by the Articulated Total Body (ATB) model (Cheng et 

al., 1994). Depending on the chosen subject type, the program computes the body segments’ 

geometric dimensions, mass, joint locations and mechanical properties using regression 

equations developed from survey data (Cheng et al., 1994). Santos has a kinematic linkage 

model with 211 DOF (Abdel-malek et al., 2008). The shoulder model includes two articulating 

joints (shoulder and sterno-clavicular joint) and the spine model includes 17 vertebrae from the 

base of neck (Abdel-malek et al., 2008). Santos uses an IK model to compute whole body joint 

angles and an inverse dynamics approach (top-down) to calculate joint moments. Unlike Jack, 

Santos produces visually realistic humans with deformable skin to display the effects of the 

different postures. To control the avatar, users have the options of manually manipulating the 

joints, importing motion capture data to drive Santos/Sophia, or use the posture prediction 

command.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Santos’ posture prediction approach was developed using a physics based multi-objective 

optimization (MOO) technique instead of pre-recorded data driven algorithms. Compared to 

Figure 3. Skeletal linkage model of Santos 
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Jack, Santos’ computational posture prediction model has the ability to estimate set of joint 

angles for an infinite number tasks (Abdel-Malek & Arora, 2013), presuming users can 

adequately adjust cost functions weights. The MOO approach uses physics factors that govern 

human movements, including gravity and potential energy (R. T. Marler, Arora, Yang, Kim, & 

Abdel-malek, 2009). Based on these physics factors, cost functions (human performance 

measures) were developed, including joint displacement, effort, change of potential energy, 

visual displacement and discomfort. (Abdel-Malek et al., 2007; R. T. Marler et al., 2009). 

Compared to IK approaches or experimental-based data driven approaches to posture prediction, 

Santos’ MOO approach enforces human performance measures to predict the postures. As a 

result, it ensures autonomous movement regardless of the task scenario in real-time (Abdel-

Malek et al., 2007).  

Similar to Jack (V 8.4), Santos also has an integrated spine model. Santos estimates spine 

compression forces using a regression equation (McGill, Norman, & Cholewicki, 1996) 

originally developed as a surrogate to McGill’s anatomically detailed spine model (McGill & 

Norman, 1986), which has noted limitations (Fischer, Albert, McClellan, & Callaghan, 2007).  

2.9 Validation of Avatar Posturing Approaches for Healthcare Applications  

Although DHM packages like Jack (V 8.4) and Santos have been applied across a diverse 

range of design problems and occupational tasks, only a limited number of published studies on 

the validation of Jack and Santos are available. To date, research efforts have concentrated on 

validating the anthropometric aspects of human modelling (Allen, Curless, & Popovic, 2004; 

Allen, Curless, & Popović, 2002; Kouchi & Mochimaru, 2004) and fine movement control of 

eyes (Kim & Martin, 2006; Ruspa, Quattrocolo, & Bertolino, 2007) and hands (Endo et al., 2007, 

2009). Aside from the continuous validation of posturing algorithms (Yang, Rahmatalla, Marler, 
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& Abdel-malek, 2007), there is decreased attention towards establishing the fidelity of the 

kinematic simulations and their outputs.  

One known published study from the United States Airforce research group validated 

Jack’s (V 2.1) ability to simulate the postures of a front station crew in an F-16D (Duffy, 2008). 

Compared to field tests with humans, Jack yielded inaccurate results when attempting to 

determine accommodation limits for the aircraft cockpit (Duffy, 2008). Challenges posturing the 

avatar was a contributor to the errors reported in the validation phase.   

2.10 Relevance of Current Research  

Developers of Jack and Santos have updated the DHM software packages to help users 

simulate realistic human postures and motions. However, there is very little evidence supporting 

the validity of the kinematic and kinetic outputs produced by the posture control approaches 

integrated into Jack and Santos for the application of complex healthcare activities. The model 

outputs not only need to be realistic, but their results must be reproducible and verifiable. An 

important research area in biomechanics is determining the validity of instrumentation and 

associated models we use to predict and describe human motions and the forces that drive those 

postures. Therefore, by comparing the kinematic and kinetic outputs from manual posturing, 

kinematic data importing and posture prediction approaches against a lab-based rigid linked 

segment model will provide users with preliminary evidence to help determine the 

appropriateness of DHM to estimate MSD hazard exposures. The purpose of this research is to 

compare the kinematic and kinetic outputs produced using Siemens Jack (V 8.4) and Santos 

software package's avatar control approaches; manual whole body joint manipulation, direct 

motion capture data importing and posture prediction against lab-based rigid-linked segmental 

model outputs when modelling a HCP performing a patient repositioning task.  
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3.0 Methodology 

3.1 Participants  

  Twenty-five (25) healthy HCPs (17 female) were recruited from local long-term care 

facilities and from Conestoga College to perform a patient repositioning task. All HCPs recruited 

had at least two years of standardized safe patient handling training in practical nursing school or 

through external training programs. Table 1 displays the participant demographics.  

Based on a power analysis (G*Power 3.19.2, Düsseldorf, Germany), a minimum sample 

size of 23 was required to detect significant differences in kinematic and kinetic values between 

DHM software packages and the lab-based RLM within each posturing approach, with a medium 

to large effect size (partial η2=0.1) using a one-way repeated measures analysis of variance 

(RMANOVA) and to detect significant correlation coefficients using Pearson’s Product Moment 

correlation (α=0.05, 1-β = 0.8).  

Table 1. Participant demographics  

 
Females (n=17) Males (n=8) 

Age (years) 37.6 ±14.0 34.9 ±12.5 

Height (m) 1.66 ±0.09 1.77 ±0.08 

Weight (kg) 68.6 ±9.5 83.9 ±18.0 

Patient handling experience (years) 11.9 ±13.0 5.4 ±8.8 

 

Prior to collection, participants were screened in person to determine eligibility for the 

study. The Nordic MSD Questionnaire (Kuorinka et al., 1987), and the Physical Activity 

Readiness Questionnaire (ParQ+) (Warburton et al., 2011) were completed to screen for 

individuals who had suffered from an injury that required rehabilitation in the last 12 months 

(exclusion criteria). A demographics form was filled out which asked participants the number of 

years they had with patient handling experience (minimum of 2 years required as exclusion 
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criteria). All participants recruited for this study met the inclusion criteria. Informed consent was 

acquired from each participant prior to the collection. The study was reviewed by the University 

of Waterloo Office of Research Ethics Committee and received approval (ORE # 22314) prior to 

recruitment and collections.  

3.2 Instrumentation and Laboratory Setup  

The outcome measures for this study were calculated based on data obtained from 3D 

motion capture, 2D video capture, hand force measurements, and a body worn accelerometer. 

The following sections describes the instrumentation and laboratory setup used to compute the 

kinematic (joint angles) and kinetic (joint moments) outcome variables. 

3.2.1 Motion Capture – 3D Kinematic Data 

Whole body 3D positional data of participating HCPs were collected at 60Hz using a 12-

camera passive motion capture system (Vicon, Centennial, Co, USA). The collection space was 

calibrated according to Vicon specifications (Vicon, 2016) and the origin was set at the center of 

the laboratory space. The laboratory coordinate system was configured so that +Z was upwards, 

+X was backward and +Y was directed to the right of the origin (Figure 4). Prior to a static 

calibration process 44 individual passive reflective markers (14mm diameter spheres) were 

placed on anatomical landmarks as required to mathematically define local coordinate systems 

for each body segment (Figure 5) (Wu et al., 2002, 2005). Anatomical markers were 

accompanied by rigid body marker clusters (each with four reflective markers) attached to the 

trunk, upper arms, lower arms, pelvis, thighs and shank. The rigid body marker clusters remained 

on participants during active trials to track the movements of each segment during dynamic 

motion to minimize the effect of skin motion artefact.  
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A combination of static and dynamic calibration trials were collected as per Vicon 

specifications (Vicon, 2016). A five second static calibration trial was collected for each 

participant in the space. Participants stood upright in anatomical position facing the positive axis 

of the of the laboratory space. This trial was used to express the segmental motions (tracked via 

clusters) relative to the segmental coordinate systems defined by the anatomical landmarks. The 

dynamic calibration trial was collected to capture the full range of motion (ROM) of the 

participant. Vicon Nexus software used the data gathered from the dynamic trial to track the 

movement of segments in subsequent trials.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Schematic diagram of the laboratory setup used to for the patient reposition task 
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3.2.2 Video  

Two Vicon Vue cameras, synchronized into Vicon’s motion capture system were used to 

capture 2D video data of the HCP performing the patient reposition task. Video data were 

sampled at 30Hz. The two cameras were secured to tripods and placed in the collection space to 

capture the sagittal plane, whole body motions of the HCP. The camera placement in the 

laboratory space can be seen in Figure 4.  

3.2.3 External Hand Force Measure 

Due to challenges in the collection of real-time direct hand forces, peak external hand 

force estimates were measured using a DFX-200 digital Chatillon force gauge (MRM Precision 

Instruments, Brampton, ON). Peak hand-held force gauge measurements have shown good 

reliability compared to a six strain gauge force transducer (Hoozemans, Van Der Beek, Frings-

Dresen, & Van Der Molen, 2001). HCPs often use a sheet to facilitate the physical actions 

Figure 5. Vicon reflective marker placement 
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required to reposition a patient, including the initiation of the patient turn. Therefore, forces 

exerted by the HCP were estimated to mimic the magnitude of force exertion when using a sheet. 

To estimate the peak external hand force exerted, a rigid metal bar (80cm x 4cm x 0.5cm) with a 

hole (1.5cm diameter) in the center, was securely sewn to the end of a sheet. The force gauge 

was attached to the center of the bar using a clamp attachment (Figure 6). The force gauge was 

configured to register the peak force. The gauge was pulled upward to lift the lateral right torso-

pelvis region of the patient off the bed. The peak force registered by the force gauge was 

assumed to occur at the initiation of the turn, consistent with initial motion of the patient. The 

force applied at the initiation of the turn was the minimum force required to overcome inertia and 

move the patient’s body against gravity in order to tilt the patient. Three trials were conducted 

during piloting, and the average of the three trials was used as the representative hand force 

measurement in subsequent analyses.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Diagram of the rigid metal bar that was inserted into the sheet to facilitate hand force 

measurements using a force gauge 
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3.2.4 Acceleration 

To identify the point of initial patient motion (assumed as the point of peak external hand 

force), acceleration data were recorded from an accelerometer (Delsys Trigno, Natick, MA) 

placed on the sternum of the patient. Acceleration data (mm/s2) were sampled at 148.1Hz, up-

sampled to 2000Hz and synchronized to the motion capture system (analog sample rate 2100Hz). 

The accelerometer provided time series data that was used to determine when the patient’s body 

began to move (initiation of the turn).  

3.3 Experimental Protocol  

Upon arrival, participants were asked to provide written and informed consent, complete 

a demographics questionnaire which asked them to provide details on their age, gender, weight 

(kg), height (m) and healthcare role. The hip height (vertical distance from the floor to the grater 

trochanter) of each participant was measured and recorded. A demonstration of the patient 

reposition task using a sheet was provided using a critical patient care hospital bed (Hill-Rom®, 

Chicago, IL) (Figure 7) where a live 60th percentile male (82kg) acted as the standardized 

patient (McDowell, Fryar, Ogden, & Flegal, 2008). Participants were given an opportunity to 

practice the patient repositioning activity before equipped with any instrumentation. Participants 

were then instrumented with full body passive reflective motion capture markers, including 

individual markers over requisite anatomical landmarks, and clusters of markers fixed to rigid 

bodies placed over body segments. Following instrumentation, participants performed static and 

dynamic (ROM) calibration trials in the capture space.  
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The hospital bed was first set to the hip height of the participant. Then, the participant 

was asked to simulate a patient reposition, which included the safe left-turn of an immobile 

patient. Three trials of were performed. Data acquisition (motion capture, video, accelerometer) 

for each trial began with participants standing at rest and ended once they had completed all the 

actions required to turn the patient (standing at rest). The experimental protocol is outlined in 

Figure 8. 

  

 

Figure 7. Critical patient care hospital bed 
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Figure 8. Block diagram of the experimental protocol used for the lab-based study 
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3.4 Data Processing  

3.4.1 3D position data  

Motion capture data were processed in Vicon Nexus 2.5 (Vicon, Centennial, CO, USA). 

Raw marker data captured for each participant’s trial were reconstructed and labelled. Each 

reconstructed trial was then visually analyzed frame-by-frame to ensure that trajectories were 

properly labeled and free of any gaps. If trajectories were mis-labeled, they were manually re-

labeled correctly. If any gaps emerged then a gap filling approach was applied, using the rigid 

body fill option in Vicon Nexus 2.5. Correctly labeled and gap-filled marker trajectory data were 

then filtered using a dual-pass, low pass digital Fourth Order Butterworth filter with a frequency 

cut off of 6Hz. Processed trajectory data were exported to Visual 3D V5 Software (C-Motion 

Inc., Germantown, USA) for additional analysis.  

3.4.2 Acceleration data  

Raw acceleration data gathered from the accelerometer was imported into Matlab R2015a 

software (Mathworks Inc., USA) for processing. Data from each trial was filtered using a dual-

pass, low pass digital Fourth Order Butterworth filter with a frequency cut off of 3Hz. Based off 

visual inspection of the time-series acceleration data and whole-body motion capture data, a 

threshold in vertical acceleration was estimated to determine the frame at which the participant 

initiated the turn. A threshold of ~6 mm/s2 was used to identify the frame at which the patient 

turn was initiated in each trial.   

3.5 Calculating and Extracting Lab-Based Outcome Measures: Visual 3D Model 

Development and Analysis  
 

A 3D kinematic model was developed in Visual 3D V5 (V3D) Software using the 

processed position data from each participant’s trial, where segments were defined based on the 
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anatomical landmarks. The model was customized to each participant by inputting their body 

mass (kg). Using the static calibration trial data, segment properties were computed. Joint centers 

of rotation were calculated using the anatomical landmarks where a stationary midpoint was 

calculated along a functional axis created between two relative segments (e.g. between the upper 

arm and forearm, an axis is created using the R_LEPI and R_MEPI landmarks (Figure 5 to 

calculate the elbow joint). The shoulder joint centre was estimated using the Nussbaum & Zhang, 

(2000) heuristic approach, locating the shoulder joint center 6 mm below the acromion on a line 

coincident with the long axis of the torso segment. Segment lengths were calculated using the 

proximal and distal ends defined for each segment using the anatomical landmarks. Dynamic 

patient turning trials were loaded, and the customized model was applied to the data set.   

The frame at which peak force application was applied by the participant was identified 

in the time series data of the whole body positional data in each dynamic patient turning trial in 

V3D. This frame was the assumed static posture used by the participant at the initiation of the 

patient turn and used to compute model outputs.  

  The recorded peak external hand force (204N) measured was divided by two and applied 

to the approximate grip center of each hand segment. It was assumed that each participant had 

exerted an equally distributed force between both hands during the patient turn. Since only the 

magnitude of the force exerted was gathered, a vector was created to indicate the direction of 

force application in each hand. The hand force vector direction was assumed to be coincident to 

the long axis of the right and left forearms respectively at peak force application.  

Using the IK model integrated in V3D, the right shoulder and trunk flexion/extension 

joint angles (degrees) were calculated at the selected frame. Joint angles were  calculated based 

on definitions prescribed by the International Society of Biomechanics (Wu et al., 2002, 2005) 
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such that they could be referenced within a common orthopaedic convention (e.g., 

flexion/extension, internal/external rotation, etc.). The inverse-dynamics (top-down model) 

algorithm integrated in V3D calculated the joint moments from measured kinematic and estimate 

hand force data. The right shoulder and L4-L5 (trunk relative to pelvis) flexor/extensor net joint 

moments (Nm) were extracted for further analysis.  

Among the three processed trials for each participant, the trial that included the best 

quality of data was selected. The trials that showed all the body segments constructed in V3D, 

along with accompanied video image that had minimal obstruction of view of the HCP at the 

target frame were selected. Joint angle and moment values at the instant of patient motion (i.e., 

peak force application) were exported from the selected trial and served as the lab-based RLM 

outcome measures  

3.6 Computing and Extracting Digital Human Model Outcome Measures 

The following sections describes the approach used to obtain biomechanical measures 

(kinematics and kinetics) from Jack and Santos software packages. There are three different 

posturing approaches available in Jack and Santos that were used to estimate the 3D joint angles 

and 3D joint moments at the instant of patient initiation; kinematic data importing, manual 

posturing and posture prediction. The steps taken to simulate the patient turning task in Jack and 

Santos using the three approaches are described below. Data gathered from the laboratory study 

were used as inputs and for reference to simulate the static posture of the HCP in a scaled virtual 

space. 

Using the data gathered from the laboratory patient turning experiment, including the 

participant demographics, external hand force measure, hip height, video and 3D positional data, 

a static patient turn posture was simulated for each participant in Jack and Santos using 
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kinematic data importing, manual posturing and posture prediction approaches. An outline of the 

data inputs and outputs extracted from the digital human simulations performed in Jack and 

Santos are illustrated in Figure 9.  

 

 

Figure 9. Block diagram of the flow of collected data that were used as inputs when digitally modeling the patient 

reposition task in Jack and Santos  

 

A virtual scaled environment that simulated the laboratory investigation was first created 

in Jack and Santos. A scaled CAD model of the hospital bed (Hill-Rom®, Chicago, IL) that was 

used in the laboratory experiment was inputted into the virtual spaces of Jack and Santos. Two 

avatars were created to input into the virtual environment. A 60th percentile male avatar weighing 

82kg was created in Jack and Santos and placed on the bed in supine position for each 

simulation. The second avatar was anthropometrically scaled to simulate the HCP in each 
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experimental trial. To scale the avatars in Santos and Jack, gender, weight and stature were 

adjusted. For each simulation, the average peak external hand force recorded during the patient 

turning trial was divided by two and applied to the left and right palm/hand centers of the virtual 

HCP. When inputting the external hand force into Jack or Santos, a vector appeared. The force 

vector was adjusted to align with the long axis of the forearm of the virtual HCP at peak force 

application.  

3.6.1 Kinematic Data Importing  

To simulate the static posture of the HCP performing the patient turn in Jack and Santos, 

the processed 3D joint position data computed using V3D at the instant of peak force application 

were mapped onto the virtual HCP. A table of the anatomical landmarks from the V3D model 

that were mapped onto the avatar in Jack and Santos is included in Appendix I. The right 

shoulder and trunk flexion/extension angles (degrees) and right shoulder and L4-L5 

flexor/extensor joint moments (Nm) were extracted from the resulting posture assumed by the 

avatar using the kinematic data.  

3.6.2 Manual Posturing  

The 2D video collected from the selected trial of the patient turning task was used as 

reference to manually posture the limbs of the avatars in Jack and Santos. The frame at which the 

HCP was identified exerting peak force in the selected trial was used as the static sagittal frame 

image in the video data to inform posturing of the virtual HCP. Ergonomist routinely depend on 

video images previously collected from a work task as a visual reference to simulate the whole-

body posture of the worker in DHM (Duffy, 2008).  

Using the sagittal static image, the virtual HCP’s limbs were adjusted to best match the 

posture of the lead HCP during the patient turn. The virtual HCP’s joint positions, including the 
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shoulder, elbow, wrist, spine, hip, knee and ankles were articulated in the frontal, sagittal and 

transverse planes using the local coordinate systems of the avatar limbs. The right shoulder and 

trunk flexion/extension angles (degrees) and right shoulder and L4-L5 flexor/extensor joint 

moments (Nm) were exported from both software once the simulations were completed.  

3.6.3 Posture Prediction  

To simulate the static postures used by the HCP during the patient turn using the posture 

prediction approach, rudimentary CAD objects were used as the target positions that the HCP 

used in place of the sheet. Two CAD objects were positioned ~30cm above the bed and 

positioned directly above the right shoulder and lateral right hip of the patient for each 

simulation using posture prediction. 

In Jack, the virtual HCP started in a neutral standing posture in front of the bed with the 

patient laying supine. A foot restriction zone of 60cm x 60cm was identified under the surface of 

the avatar’s feet. The right hand was first identified as the end effector and the object above the 

lateral right hip was identified as the target. A command within Jack was used to instruct the 

virtual HCP to grasp the object (simulating the slide sheet boarder) (Siemans PLM Software, 

2016). Then, the left hand was identified as the end effector and the object above the right 

shoulder was identified as the target. The virtual HCP was instructed to grasp the object 

simulating the border of the slide sheet with their left hand. Once a feasible posture was 

predicted by Jack, the right shoulder and trunk flexion/extension angles (degrees) and right 

shoulder and L4-L5 flexor/extensor joint moments (Nm) were exported. 
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 In Santos, the virtual HCP also started in a neutral standing posture in front of the 

hospital bed. A foot restriction zone of 60cm x 60cm was identified under the surface of the 

avatar’s feet. Then, to set up the initial optimization problem to predict the posture in Santos, the 

performance measures (objectives) were adjusted to prioritize the minimization of effort, 

discomfort, joint displacement, maximum joint torque and total joint torque for predicting 

postures. Then the right hand was identified as the first end effector and the object above the 

lateral right hip was identified as the target. Then, the left hand was identified as the second end 

effector and the object above the right shoulder was identified as the target. The posture 

prediction command was activated to automatically produce the predicted set of joint angles that 

represented the posture during the patient turn when using the slide sheet (Santoshuman Inc. 

Software, 2009). Once a feasible posture was predicted by Santos, the right shoulder and trunk 

flexion/extension angles (degrees) and right shoulder and L4-L5 flexor/extensor joint moments 

(Nm) were exported. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 10. Virtually simulating the static posture of the HCP at the initiation 

of the patient turn in Jack and Santos 
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3.7 Statistical Analyses  

 Twelve independent, within subject one-way RANOVAs (α=0.05, 1-β = 0.8) were used 

to detect for a main effect of biomechanical modeling software on kinematic and kinetic outcome 

measures within each DHM posturing approach. Using SPSS software (IBM® SPSS®, 25.0, 

Armonk, NY, USA), three levels of the within-subject factor were considered in each ANOVA 

model (3 levels: V3D, Jack, Santos). The dependent measures considered in each model were the 

L4-L5 joint moment, shoulder joint moment, trunk angle and shoulder joint angle. Comparisons 

are summarized in Table 2. A Greenhouse-Geisser correction was applied if the assumption of 

sphericity was violated, according the Mauchly’s test of sphericity. When a significant main 

effect of biomechanical modeling software was found, pairwise comparisons were investigated 

using a Bonferonni correction to identify if differences emerged between the lab-based RLM 

(V3D) and the two DHM software packages. 

Table 2. Outline of the independent and dependent variables assessed in the RANOVA 

Dependent Variables 
Independent Variables 

V3D Jack Santos V3D Jack Santos V3D  Jack  Santos 

Trunk flexion/extension joint 

angles (degrees) 

Kinematic 

Data Importing 

Manual 

Posturing 

Posture 

Prediction 

Shoulder joint flexion/extension 

joint angles (degrees) 

L4-L5 joint flexor/extensor joint 

moments (Nm) 

Shoulder joint flexor/extensor 

joint moments (Nm) 

 

Pearson Product Moment correlation coefficients (r) were computed to assess the 

relationship between DHM software package (Jack and Santos) outcome measures and the V3D 

for each posturing approach. Relationships between outcome measures assessed are summarized 

in Table 3. Significant correlations were identified at a significance level of p < 0.05. Based on 

hypothesis two, it was predicted that the outputs computed using the direct motion capture 
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approach would have a strong correlation with the lab-based RLM, therefore DHM outputs 

would be proportional to the change observed across individuals from the lab-based RLM. And 

the outputs computed using the posture prediction approach would have a weak correlation with 

the lab-based RLM, therefore DHM outputs would not be proportional to the change observed 

across individuals from the lab-based RLM. Therefore, correlations between the DHM and lab-

based modeled outputs were used to validate whether a linear relationship was present or absent 

in the data.  

To further evaluate the DHM software’s ability to estimate the same kinematic and 

kinetic measures as the lab-based RLM, Bland-Altman plots were created to evaluate the level of 

agreement between the outcome measures produced using each of the DHM posture simulating 

approaches and V3D. The differences between the DHM software and V3D (considered as the 

reference measure) outcomes were plotted against the averages of the DHM software and V3D 

outcome measures (Bland & Altman, 1999). The range of agreement within 95% (±1.96SD) of 

the differences and the bias (mean difference) was calculated between V3D and software 

outcome measures and displayed on the graph. To determine if there was a significant 

proportional bias, a linear regression was calculated to predict the differences based on the 

means of each software outcome measure. Interpretation of Bland Altman plots can be found in 

Appendix II. The Bland-Altman analysis was used in this investigation to provide practitioners 

with practical and easily interpretable data such as the magnitude of the difference between 

DHM and lab-based outputs, trends in the outputs estimated by DHMs 

(underestimation/overestimation of measures), as well as measurement error. These data are 

useful in determining the ability of DHMs to produce realistic kinematic and kinetic data as well 

highlight any significant differences produced from the DHM modeling approaches.  
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Finally, the smallest detectable change (SDC) was computed to index the absolute 

measurement error in kinematic and kinetic outcome measures estimated using each DHM 

software. The SDC value was calculated by multiplying the standard deviation of the differences 

between V3D and DHM software outcome measures by 1.96 (Van Kampen et al., 2013).  

Table 3. Relationships assessed between the lab-based model and DHM outcome measures 

 DHM: Jack & Santos Posturing Approaches 

Reference model: Lab-

based RLM  

(V3D) 

Kinematic Data 

Importing 

Manual Posturing Posture Prediction 

Trunk flexion/extension angle (degrees) 

Shoulder flexion/extension joint angle (degrees) 

L4-L5 flexor/extensor moment (Nm) 

Shoulder flexor/extensor moment (Nm) 
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4.0 Results  
 

The following section describes the results from this investigation. The results are 

separated into sections according to the DHM posturing approaches; 1) direct motion capture 

data importing, 2) manual joint manipulation and 3) posture prediction. Within each section the 

kinematic (trunk and shoulder joint angles) and kinetic (L4-L5 and shoulder joint moments) 

results are described for both Jack and Santos relative to the lab-based RLM (V3D) including a 

graphical representation of the results (side-by-side scatter and Bland Altman plots, for each 

respective dependent variable described). At the beginning of each section, a table is used to 

display a summary of the numerical results described in each section.  
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4.1 Direct Motion Capture Data Importing  
 

Table 4. Summary of the mean differences found between kinetic and kinematic measures estimated using the lab-

based RLM (V3D) and DHM software packages’ direct motion capture data importing approach. Asterisks indicate 

significant differences between models. The calculated smallest detectable change within 95% confidence intervals 

is reported for each pair.   

  

4.1.1 Kinematics  

 

A main effect of DHM software was detected for trunk angles F (2, 48) = 11.33, p< 

0.001, η² = 0.32. Pairwise comparisons indicated that trunk angles computed by Jack (M=1.32, 

SD=5.08) were significantly lower than V3D (M=10.72 SD=12.26) and Santos (M=7.91, 

SD=9.32). Correlation analysis revealed a positive, weak correlation between Jack and V3D (r = 

0.45, n = 25, p = 0.02) and a positive, moderate correlation between Santos and V3D (r = 0.56, n 

= 25, p<0.001) trunk angles. Bland Altman plots revealed poor agreement between trunk angles 

estimated using V3D and Jack and a significant proportional bias of 9.41(β = 0.75, t (24) = 5.38, 

p<0.001) (see Appendix III for regression results). However, moderate agreement was observed 

between trunk angles estimated using V3D and Santos with no significant proportional bias. The 

SDC95% were ±6.06° and ±5.84° for Jack and Santos trunk angles respectively. 

   
95% Confidence 

Interval for 

Difference 

 

Model (Lab based) Model (DHM) Mean Difference  

(Lab based-DHM) 

Lower 

Bound 

Upper 

Bound 

SDC±95% 

V3D Trunk Angle Jack Trunk Angle 9.41* 3.78 15.04 6.06 
 

Santos Trunk Angle 2.81 -2.62 8.24 5.84 

V3D Shoulder Angle Jack Shoulder Angle -35.51* -42.74 -28.27 7.79 

 Santos Shoulder Angle -21.60* -31.55 -11.65 10.71 

V3D L4-L5 Moment Jack L4-L5 Moment 4.43 -11.63 20.50 17.29 
 

Santos L4-L5 Moment 28.04* 8.40 47.68 21.14 

V3D Shoulder Moment Jack Shoulder Moment 6.77* 0.61 12.92 6.63 
 

Santos Shoulder Moment 6.66* 1.48 11.84 5.58 
     

 

*p<0.05 
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Figure 11. Left – scatter plot illustrating the relationship between trunk angles (+ extension) estimated using Jack’s 

motion capture data importing approach and the lab-based RLM (V3D). Regression equation and Pearson’s 

correlation coefficient (r) are displayed on the plot. Right – Bland-Altman plot illustrating the differences between 

trunk angles (+ extension) produced by the lab-based RLM (V3D) and Jack’s motion capture data importing approach 

vs. the mean of the two measures. Red line is the systematic error produced by Jack, grey dashed lines are the limits of 

agreement from -1.96SD to +1.96SD, black dotted line is the line of equality. 

Figure 12. Left - scatter plot illustrating the relationship between trunk angles (+ extension) estimated using Santos’ 

motion capture data importing approach and the lab-based RLM (V3D). Regression equation and Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient (r) are displayed on the plot. Right – Bland-Altman plot illustrating the differences between trunk angles (+ 

extension) produced by the lab-based RLM (V3D) and Santos’ motion capture data importing approach vs. the mean of 

the two measures. Red line is the systematic error produced by Santos, grey dashed lines are the limits of agreement from 

-1.96SD to +1.96SD, black dotted line is the line of equality. 
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A main effect of DHM software was detected for shoulder joint angles F (2, 48) = 58.79, 

p< 0.001, η² = 0.71. Pairwise comparisons indicated that shoulder angles computed by Jack 

(M=56.54, SD=18.00) and Santos (M=42.64, SD=4.80) were significantly higher than V3D 

(M=21.04 SD=20.91). There was a positive, strong correlation between Jack and V3D shoulder 

angles (r = 0.75, n = 25, p<0.001) and a positive, but weak correlation between Santos and V3D 

(r = 0.43, n = 25, p=0.05) shoulder joint angles. Bland Altman plots revealed disagreement 

between both DHM software and lab-based RLM, respectively; however, a significant 

proportional bias of -21.60 (β = 0.92, t (24) = 10.95, p<0.001) was found between V3D and 

Santos shoulder angles. The SDC95% were ±7.79° and ±10.71° Jack and Santos shoulder angles 

respectively. 

 
 

 

Figure 13. Left – scatter plot illustrating the relationship between shoulder joint angles (+ flexion) estimated using 

Jack’s motion capture data importing approach and the lab-based RLM (V3D). Regression equation and Pearson’s 

correlation coefficient (r) are displayed on the plot. Right – Bland-Altman plot illustrating the differences between 

shoulder joint angles (+ flexion) produced by the lab-based RLM (V3D) and Jack’s motion capture data importing 

approach vs. the mean of the two measures. Red line is the systematic error produced by Jack, grey dashed lines are 

the limits of agreement from -1.96SD to +1.96SD, black dotted line is the line of equality. 
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Figure 14. Left – scatter plot illustrating the relationship between shoulder joint angles (+flexion) estimated using 

Santos’ motion capture data importing approach and the lab-based RLM (V3D). Regression equation and 

Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) are displayed on the plot. Right – Bland-Altman plot illustrating the differences 

between shoulder joint angles (+ flexion) produced by the lab-based RLM (V3D) and Santos’ motion capture data 

importing approach vs. the mean of the two measures. Red line is the systematic error produced by Santos, grey 

dashed lines are the limits of agreement from -1.96SD to +1.96SD, black dotted line is the line of equality. 

 

4.1.2 Kinetics  

 

A main effect of DHM software package was detected for L4-L5 moments when using 

the direct motion capture data importing approach to simulate the patient turn F (2, 48) = 10.86, 

p< 0.001, η² = 0.31. Pairwise comparisons indicated that L4-L5 moments produced by Santos 

(M=16.32, SD=8.48) were significantly lower than V3D (M=44.36, SD=41.45) and Jack 

(M=39.93, SD=28.68). There were no significant differences between V3D and Jack L4-L5 

moments. Correlation analysis revealed a positive, moderate correlation between Jack and V3D 

L4-L5 moments (r = 0.66, n = 25, p<0.001), and a positive, but weak correlation between Santos 

and V3D L4-L5 moments (r = 0.48, n = 25, p=0.02). Bland Altman plots revealed good 

agreement between L4-L5 moments estimated using V3D and Jack, with a significant 

proportional bias of 4.43Nm (β = 0.45 t (24) = 2.40, p=0.02). However, only moderate 

agreement was observed between L4-L5 moments estimated using V3D and Santos, with a 
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significant proportional bias of 28.04Nm (β = 0.94 t (24) = 12.77, p<0.001). The SDC95% were 

±17.29Nm and ±21.14Nm Jack and Santos L4-L5 moments, respectively.  

 

 

 

 

Figure 15. Left – scatter plot illustrating the relationship between L4-L5 joint moments (+ extensor) estimated using 

Jack’s motion capture data importing approach and the lab-based RLM (V3D). Regression equation and Pearson’s 

correlation coefficient (r) are displayed on the plot. Right – Bland-Altman plot illustrating the differences between 

L4-L5 joint moments (+ extensor) produced by the lab-based RLM (V3D) and Jack’s motion capture data importing 

approach vs. the mean of the two measures. Red line is the systematic error produced by Jack, grey dashed lines are 

the limits of agreement from -1.96SD to +1.96SD, black dotted line is the line of equality.  

 

Figure 16. Left – scatter plot illustrating the relationship between L4-L5 joint moments (+ extensor) estimated using 

Santos’ motion capture data importing approach and the lab-based RLM (V3D). Regression equation and Pearson’s 

correlation coefficient (r) are displayed on the plot. Right – Bland-Altman plot illustrating the differences between L4-

L5 joint moments (+ extensor) produced by the lab-based RLM (V3D) and Santos’ motion capture data importing 

approach vs. the mean of the two measures. Red line is the systematic error produced by Santos, grey dashed lines are 

the limits of agreement from -1.96SD to +1.96SD, black dotted line is the line of equality. 
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Significant differences were detected in modeled shoulder moments. A main effect of 

DHM software package was detected F (2, 48) = 5.84, p = 0.005, η² = 0.20. Pairwise 

comparisons indicated that shoulder moments estimated by Jack (M=20.64, SD=8.67) and Santos 

(M=20.75, SD=6.68) were significantly lower than V3D (M=27.41, SD=8.44). No significant 

differences were found between Jack and Santos shoulder moments. There was a positive but 

weak correlation between Jack and V3D (r = 0.02, n = 25, p = 0.91), and Santos and V3D 

shoulder moments (r = 0.13, n = 25, p = 0.54); Bland Altman plots revealed disagreement 

between the software and lab-based RLM, respectively, with no significant proportional biases. 

The SDC95% were ±6.63Nm and ±5.58Nm for Jack and Santos shoulder moments respectively.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

Figure 17. Left – scatter plot illustrating the relationship between shoulder joint moments (+ flexor) estimated using 

Jack’s motion capture data importing approach and the lab-based RLM (V3D). Regression equation and Pearson’s 

correlation coefficient (r) are displayed on the plot. Right – Bland-Altman plot illustrating the differences between 

shoulder joint moments (+ flexor) produced by the lab-based RLM (V3D) and Jack’s motion capture data importing 

approach vs. the mean of the two measures. Red line is the systematic error produced by Jack, grey dashed lines are 

the limits of agreement from -1.96SD to +1.96SD, black dotted line is the line of equality. 
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Figure 18. Left – scatter plot illustrating the relationship between shoulder joint moments (+ flexor) estimated using 

Santos’ motion capture data importing approach and the lab-based RLM (V3D). Regression equation and Pearson’s 

correlation coefficient (r) are displayed on the plot. Right – Bland-Altman plot illustrating the differences between 

shoulder joint moments (+ flexor) produced by the lab-based RLM (V3D) and Jack’s motion capture data importing 

approach vs. the mean of the two measures. Red line is the systematic error produced by Santos, grey dashed lines are 

the limits of agreement from -1.96SD to +1.96SD, black dotted line is the line of equality. 
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4.2 Manual Joint Manipulation  
 

Table 5. Summary of the mean differences found between kinetic and kinematic measures estimated using the lab-

based RLM (V3D) and DHM software packages’ manual joint manipulation approach. Asterisks indicate significant 

differences between models. The calculated smallest detectable change within 95% confidence intervals is reported 

for each pair.   

 

4.2.1 Kinematics  

 

A main effect of DHM software was detected for trunk angles F (1.17, 28.02) = 3.68, p = 

0.05, η² = 0.12. Pairwise comparisons indicated that trunk angles computed by Santos (M=3.13, 

SD=3.79) were significantly lower than V3D (M=10.72 SD=12.26) and Jack (M=9.64, 

SD=11.71). Correlation analysis revealed a negative, weak correlation between Jack and V3D (r 

= -0.45, n = 25, p = 0.02) and Santos and V3D (r = -0.08, n = 25, p = 0.71) trunk joint angles. 

Bland Altman plots revealed moderate agreement between Jack and V3D trunk angles, with no 

significant bias detected, while poor agreement was observed between Santos and V3D trunk 

angles, with a significant proportional bias of 7.59 (β = 0.83, t (24) = 7.02, p< 0.001). The 

SDC95% were ±11.32° and ±7.27° for Jack and Santos trunk angles respectively.  

 

   
95% Confidence 

Interval for Difference 

 

Model (Lab based) Model (DHM) Mean Difference  

(Lab based-

DHM) 

Lower 

Bound 

Upper 

Bound 

SDC±9

5% 

V3D trunk Angle Jack trunk Angle 1.08 -9.43 11.60 11.32 

 Santos trunk Angle 7.59* 0.83 14.34 7.27 

V3D Shoulder Angle Jack Shoulder Angle -7.76 -21.23 5.71 14.50 

 Santos Shoulder Angle 3.81 -0.41 8.04 4.55 

V3D L4-L5 Moment Jack L4-L5 Moment 0.71 -7.99 9.42 9.37 

 Santos L4-L5 Moment 28.25* 14.67 41.83 14.62 

V3D Shoulder Moment Jack Shoulder Moment 8.87* 3.34 14.39 5.94 
 

Santos Shoulder Moment 4.73* 0.00 9.46 5.09 
     

 

*p<0.05 
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Figure 19. Left – scatter plot illustrating the relationship between trunk angles (+ extension) estimated using Jack’s 

manual joint manipulation approach and the lab-based RLM (V3D). Regression equation and Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient (r) are displayed on the plot. Right – Bland-Altman plot illustrating the differences between trunk angles 

(+ extension) produced by the lab-based RLM (V3D) and Jack’s manual joint manipulation approach vs. the mean 

of the two measures. Red line is the systematic error produced by Jack, grey dashed lines are the limits of agreement 

from -1.96SD to +1.96SD, black dotted line is the line of equality. 

 

 

Figure 20.  Left – scatter plot illustrating the relationship between trunk angles (+ extension) estimated using 

Santos’ manual joint manipulation approach and the lab-based RLM (V3D). Regression equation and Pearson’s 

correlation coefficient (r) are displayed on the plot. Right – Bland-Altman plot illustrating the differences between 

trunk angles (+ extension) produced by the lab-based RLM (V3D) and Santos’ manual joint manipulation approach 

vs. the mean of the two measures. Red line is the systematic error produced by Santos, grey dashed lines are the 

limits of agreement from -1.96SD to +1.96SD, black dotted line is the line of equality. 
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Differences were not detected between Jack, Santos and V3D shoulder angles F (1.14, 

27.58) = 3.60, p = 0.06, η² = 0.13. Correlation analysis revealed a positive, strong correlation 

between Jack and V3D (r = 0.77, n = 25, p<0.001) and Santos and V3D (r = 0.92, n = 25, 

p<0.001) shoulder joint angles. Bland Altman plots revealed moderate agreement between Jack 

and V3D shoulder angles with a significant proportional bias of -7.76 (β = -0.71, t (24) = -4.85, 

p<0.001); however, good agreement was observed between Santos and V3D shoulder angles 

with no significant proportional bias. The SDC95% were ±14.50° and ±4.55° for Jack and Santos 

shoulder angles respectively. 

Figure 21. Left – scatter plot illustrating the relationship between shoulder joint angles (+ flexion) estimated using 

Jack’s manual joint manipulation approach and the lab-based RLM (V3D). Regression equation and Pearson’s 

correlation coefficient (r) are displayed on the plot. Right – Bland-Altman plot illustrating the differences between 

shoulder joint angles (+ flexion) produced by the lab-based RLM (V3D) and Jack’s manual joint manipulation 

approach vs. the mean of the two measures. Red line is the systematic error produced by Jack, grey dashed lines are 

the limits of agreement from -1.96SD to +1.96SD, black dotted line is the line of equality.  
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Figure 22. Left – scatter plot illustrating the relationship between shoulder joint angles (+ flexion) estimated using 

Santos’ manual joint manipulation approach and the lab-based RLM (V3D). Regression equation and Pearson’s 

correlation coefficient (r) are displayed on the plot. Right – Bland-Altman plot illustrating the differences between 

shoulder joint angles (+ flexion) produced by the lab-based RLM (V3D) and Santos’ manual joint manipulation 

approach vs. the mean of the two measures. Red line is the systematic error produced by Santos, grey dashed lines 

are the limits of agreement from -1.96SD to +1.96SD, black dotted line is the line of equality. 

 

4.2.2 Kinetics  

 

A main effect of DHM software package was detected for L4-L5 moments when using 

the manual joint manipulation approach to simulate the patient turn F (1.56, 37.40) = 28.23, 

p<0.001, η² = 0.54. Pairwise comparisons indicated that Santos L4-L5 moments (M=16.11, 

SD=14.45) were significantly lower than V3D (M=44.36, SD=41.45) and Jack (M=43.65, 

SD=33.68) L4-L5 moment. Correlation analysis revealed a positive, strong correlation between 

Jack and V3D L4-L5 moments (r = 0.92, n = 25, p<0.001) and Santos and V3D L4-L5 moments 

(r = 0.83, n = 25, p<0.001). Bland Altman plots revealed good agreement between Jack and V3D 

L4-L5 moments, with a significant proportional bias of 0.71Nm (β = 0.47, t (24) = 2.54, p= 

0.02), but moderate agreement between Santos and V3D L4-L5 moments with a significant bias 

of 28.25Nm (β = 0.79, t (24) = 6.15, p< 0.001). The SDC95% were ±9.37Nm and ±14.62Nm for 

Jack and Santos L4-L5 moments respectively.  
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Figure 23. Left – scatter plot illustrating the relationship between L4-L5 joint moments (+ extensor) estimated using 

Jack’s manual joint manipulation approach and the lab-based RLM (V3D). Regression equation and Pearson’s 

correlation coefficient (r) are displayed on the plot. Right – Bland-Altman plot illustrating the differences between 

L4-L5 joint moments (+ extensor) produced by the lab-based RLM (V3D) and Jack’s manual joint manipulation 

approach vs. the mean of the two measures. Red line is the systematic error produced by Jack, grey dashed lines are 

the limits of agreement from -1.96SD to +1.96SD, black dotted line is the line of equality. 

 

Figure 24. Left – scatter plot illustrating the relationship between L4-L5 joint moments (+ extensor) estimated using 

Santos’ manual joint manipulation approach and the lab-based RLM (V3D). Regression equation and Pearson’s 

correlation coefficient (r) are displayed on the plot. Right – Bland-Altman plot illustrating the differences between 

L4-L5 joint moments (+ extensor) produced by the lab-based RLM (V3D) and Santos’ manual joint manipulation 

approach vs. the mean of the two measures. Red line is the systematic error produced by Santos, grey dashed lines 

are the limits of agreement from -1.96SD to +1.96SD, black dotted line is the line of equality. 
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Significant differences were detected for shoulder moments. A main effect of DHM 

software package was detected F (2,48) = 11.96, p<0.001, η² = 0.33. Pairwise comparisons 

indicated shoulder moments produced by Jack (M=18.54, SD=7.93) and Santos (M=22.68, 

SD=3.86) were both significantly lower than V3D (M=27.41, SD=8.44). Significant differences 

were also found between Jack and Santos shoulder moment outputs. Correlation analysis 

revealed a positive, weak correlation between Jack and V3D (r = 0.14, n = 25, p = 0.49), and 

Santos and V3D shoulder moments (r = 0.03, n = 25, p = 0.89). Bland Altman plots revealed 

disagreement between both DHM software and V3D shoulder moment outputs; however, a 

significant proportional bias of 4.73Nm (β = 0.65, t (24) = 4.15, p< 0.001) was only found 

between Santos and V3D. The SDC95% were ±5.94Nm and ±5.09Nm for Jack and Santos 

shoulder moments respectively.  

 
 

Figure 25. Left – scatter plot illustrating the relationship between shoulder joint moments (+ flexor) estimated using 

Jack’s manual joint manipulation approach and the lab-based RLM (V3D). Regression equation and Pearson’s 

correlation coefficient (r) are displayed on the plot. Right – Bland-Altman plot illustrating the differences between 

shoulder joint moments (+ flexor) produced by the lab-based RLM (V3D) and Jack’s manual joint manipulation 

approach vs. the mean of the two measures. Red line is the systematic error produced by Jack, grey dashed lines are 

the limits of agreement from -1.96SD to +1.96SD, black dotted line is the line of equality. 
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Figure 26. Left – scatter plot illustrating the relationship between shoulder joint moments (+ flexor) estimated using 

Santos’ manual joint manipulation approach and the lab-based RLM (V3D). Regression equation and Pearson’s 

correlation coefficient (r) are displayed on the plot. Right – Bland-Altman plot illustrating the differences between 

shoulder joint moments (+ flexor) produced by the lab-based RLM (V3D) and Jack’s manual joint manipulation 

approach vs. the mean of the two measures. Red line is the systematic error produced by Santos, grey dashed lines 

are the limits of agreement from -1.96SD to +1.96SD, black dotted line is the line of equality. 
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4.3 Posture Prediction  
 

Table 6. Summary of the mean differences found between kinetic and kinematic measures estimated using the lab-

based RLM (V3D) and DHM software packages’ posture prediction approach. Asterisks indicate significant 

differences between models. The calculated smallest detectable change within 95% confidence intervals is reported 

for each pair.   

   
95% Confidence 

Interval for Difference 

 

Model (Lab based) Model (DHM) Mean Difference  

(Lab based-DHM) 

Lower 

Bound 

Upper 

Bound 

SDC±95% 

V3D Trunk Angle Jack Trunk Angle 2.36 -3.97 8.69 6.81 

 Santos Trunk Angle 8.21* 2.19 14.22 6.48 

V3D Shoulder Angle Jack Shoulder Angle -47.65* -59.62 -35.67 12.89 

 Santos Shoulder Angle 5.52 -6.76 17.81 13.22 

V3D L4-L5 Moment Jack L4-L5 Moment 22.97* 2.73 43.21 21.78 
 

Santos L4-L5 Moment 29.14* 8.51 49.78 22.21 

V3D Shoulder Moment Jack Shoulder Moment 5.36* 0.76 9.95 4.95 

 Santos Shoulder Moment 2.94 -2.29 8.18 5.64 
     

 

*p<0.05 
    

 

 

4.3.1 Kinematics  

 

A main effect of DHM software was detected for trunk angles F (1.20, 28.70) = 8.74, p = 

0.004, η² = 0.27. Pairwise comparisons revealed that trunk angles computed by Santos (M=2.51, 

SD=1.89) were significantly lower than V3D (M=10.72 SD=12.26) and Jack (M=8.36, SD=4.37). 

Correlation analysis revealed a positive, weak correlation between Jack and V3D (r = 0.17, n = 

25, p = 0.42) and Santos and V3D (r = 0.37, n = 25, p = 0.07) trunk angles; Bland Altman plots 

revealed disagreement between trunk angle outputs, respectively, with significant proportional 

biases of 2.36 (β = 0.78, t(24) = 5.96, p<0.001) and 8.21 (β = 0.96, t(24) = 16.28, p<0.001). The 

SDC95% was ±6.81° and ±6.48° for Jack and Santos trunk angles respectively. 
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Figure 27. Left – scatter plot illustrating the relationship between trunk angles (+ extension) estimated using Jack’s 

posture prediction approach and the lab-based RLM (V3D). Regression equation and Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient (r) are displayed on the plot. Right – Bland-Altman plot illustrating the differences between trunk angles 

(+ extension) produced by the lab-based RLM (V3D) and Jack’s posture prediction approach vs. the mean of the 

two measures. Red line is the systematic error produced by Jack, grey dashed lines are the limits of agreement from 

-1.96SD to +1.96SD, black dotted line is the line of equality. 

 

Figure 28. Left – scatter plot illustrating the relationship between trunk angles (+ extension) estimated using 

Santos’ posture prediction approach and the lab-based RLM (V3D). Regression equation and Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient (r) are displayed on the plot. Right – Bland-Altman plot illustrating the differences between trunk angles 

(+ extension) produced by the lab-based RLM (V3D) and Santos’ posture prediction approach vs. the mean of the 

two measures. Red line is the systematic error produced by Santos, grey dashed lines are the limits of agreement 

from -1.96SD to +1.96SD, black dotted line is the line of equality. 
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A main effect of DHM software was detected for shoulder joint angles F (2,48) = 88.60, 

p<0.001, η² = 0.79. Pairwise comparisons indicated that shoulder angles computed by Jack 

(M=68.68, SD=12.64) were significantly higher than V3D (M=21.04 SD=20.91) and Santos 

(M=15.51, SD=11.18). Correlation analysis revealed a weak correlation between Jack and V3D 

(r = 0.11, n = 25, p=0.62) and Santos and V3D (r = -0.02, n = 25, p=0.93) shoulder joint angles. 

Bland Altman plots revealed poor agreement between Jack and V3D shoulder angles, with a 

significant proportional bias of -47.65 (β = 0.47, t (24) = 2.53, p=0.02); however, moderate 

agreement was observed between Santos and V3D shoulder angles with a significant 

proportional bias of 5.52 (β = 0.56, t (24) = 3.20, p<0.001). The SDC95% were ±12.89° and 

±13.22° for Jack and Santos shoulder angles respectively. 

Figure 29. Left – scatter plot illustrating the relationship between shoulder joint angles (+ flexion) estimated using 

Jack’s posture prediction approach and the lab-based RLM (V3D). Regression equation and Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient (r) are displayed on the plot. Right – Bland-Altman plot illustrating the differences between shoulder 

joint angles (+ flexion) produced by the lab-based RLM (V3D) and Jack’s posture prediction approach vs. the mean 

of the two measures. Red line is the systematic error produced by Jack, grey dashed lines are the limits of agreement 

from -1.96SD to +1.96SD, black dotted line is the line of equality. 
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Figure 30. Left – scatter plot illustrating the relationship between shoulder joint angles (+ flexion) estimated using 

Santos’ posture prediction approach and the lab-based RLM (V3D). Regression equation and Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient (r) are displayed on the plot. Right – Bland-Altman plot illustrating the differences between shoulder 

joint angles (+ flexion) produced by the lab-based RLM (V3D) and Santos’ posture prediction approach vs. the 

mean of the two measures. Red line is the systematic error produced by Santos, grey dashed lines are the limits of 

agreement from -1.96SD to +1.96SD, black dotted line is the line of equality. 

 

4.3.2 Kinetics  

 

A main effect of DHM software package was detected for L4-L5 moments when using 

the posture prediction approach to simulate the patient turn F (1.25, 29.92) = 10.39, p = 0.002, η² 

= 0.30. Pairwise comparisons indicated that L4-L5 moments produced by Jack (M=21.39, 

SD=14.13) and Santos (M=15.21, SD=10.13) were significantly lower than V3D (M=44.36, 

SD=41.45). No significant differences were detected between Jack and Santos L4-L5 moment 

outputs. Correlation analysis revealed a positive, weak correlation between Jack and V3D L4-L5 

moments (r = 0.32, n = 25, p = 0.12) and Santos and V3D L4-L5 moments (r = 0.26, n = 25, 

p=0.22). Bland Altman plots revealed disagreement between both Jack and Santos and V3D L4-

L5 moments, as well as significant proportional biases of 22.97Nm (β = 0.81 t (24) = 6.56, 

p<0.001), and 29.14Nm (β = 0.89 t (24) = 9.4, p<0.001), respectively. The SDC95% were 

±21.78Nm and ±22.21Nm Jack and Santos L4-L5 moments respectively.  
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Figure 31. Left – scatter plot illustrating the relationship between L4-L5 joint moments (+ extensor) estimated using 

Jack’s posture prediction approach and the lab-based RLM (V3D). Regression equation and Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient (r) are displayed on the plot. Right – Bland-Altman plot illustrating the differences between L4-L5 joint 

moments (+ extensor) produced by the lab-based RLM (V3D) and Jack’s posture prediction approach vs. the mean 

of the two measures. Red line is the systematic error produced by Jack, grey dashed lines are the limits of agreement 

from -1.96SD to +1.96SD, black dotted line is the line of equality. 

 

 

 

Figure 32. Left – scatter plot illustrating the relationship between L4-L5 joint moments (+ extensor) estimated using 

Santos’ posture prediction approach and the lab-based RLM (V3D). Regression equation and Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient (r) are displayed on the plot. Right – Bland-Altman plot illustrating the differences between L4-L5 joint 

moments (+ extensor) produced by the lab-based RLM (V3D) and Santos’ posture prediction approach vs. the mean 

of the two measures. Red line is the systematic error produced by Santos, grey dashed lines are the limits of 

agreement from -1.96SD to +1.96SD, black dotted line is the line of equality. 
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 Significant differences were detected for shoulder moments. A main effect of DHM 

software package was detected F (2,48) = 3.69, p = 0.03, η² = 0.13. Pairwise comparisons 

indicated that shoulder moments produced by Jack (M=22.05, SD=8.04) were significantly lower 

than V3D (M=27.41, SD=8.44). Santos and V3D shoulder moment outputs were not significantly 

different. Correlation analysis revealed a positive, weak correlation between Jack and V3D (r = 

0.41, n = 25, p = 0.04), and Santos and V3D shoulder moments (r = 0.08, n = 25, p = 0.71); 

Bland Altman plots revealed moderate agreement between the variables, respectively, with no 

significant proportional biases. The SDC95% were ±4.95Nm and ±5.64Nm for Jack and Santos 

shoulder moments respectively.  

 

 

Figure 33. Left – scatter plot illustrating the relationship between shoulder joint moments (+ flexor) estimated using 

Jack’s posture prediction approach and the lab-based RLM (V3D). Regression equation and Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient (r) are displayed on the plot. Right – Bland-Altman plot illustrating the differences between shoulder 

joint moments (+ flexor) produced by the lab-based RLM (V3D) and Jack’s posture prediction approach vs. the 

mean of the two measures. Red line is the systematic error produced by Jack, grey dashed lines are the limits of 

agreement from -1.96SD to +1.96SD, black dotted line is the line of equality. 
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Figure 34. Left – scatter plot illustrating the relationship between shoulder joint moments (+ flexor) estimated using 

Santos’ posture prediction approach and the lab-based RLM (V3D). Regression equation and Pearson’s correlation 

coefficient (r) are displayed on the plot. Right – Bland-Altman plot illustrating the differences between shoulder 

joint moments (+ flexor) produced by the lab-based RLM (V3D) and Jack’s posture prediction approach vs. the 

mean of the two measures. Red line is the systematic error produced by Santos, grey dashed lines are the limits of 

agreement from -1.96SD to +1.96SD, black dotted line is the line of equality. 
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5.0 Discussion  

5.1 Summary of Key Findings  

Three different DHM posturing approaches were used in this investigation to simulate a 

static patient reposition task and estimate low back and shoulder kinematic and kinetic measures. 

Trunk and shoulder joint angles and moments estimated using these posturing approaches were 

compared to a lab-based rigid linked segment model (RLM). Posturing using Siemens Jack’s (V 

8.4) manual joint manipulation approach produced kinematic and kinetic outputs that agreed 

with the lab-based RLM outputs; however, Santos Pro’s manual joint manipulation approach 

outputs did not agree with lab-based RLM. Kinematic and kinetic outputs estimated using both 

DHM software packages’ posture prediction and direct motion capture data importing 

approaches differed from the lab-based RLM outputs likely due to differences associated with 

the link segment models as well factors associated with the posturing approaches.  

It was expected that the estimated kinematic and kinetic outputs would be similar to the 

lab-based RLM outputs when using motion capture data importing and manual posturing to 

simulate the patient reposition task in Jack and Santos; however, the data only partially 

supported this hypothesis. When comparing Jack’s outputs, the trunk angles and L4-L5 moments 

as well as shoulder angles produced using its manual posturing approach were similar to the lab-

based RLM outputs as hypothesized; however, only L4-L5 moments estimated using its motion 

capture data importing approach were similar to the lab-based RLM outputs; partially supporting 

the hypothesis. It was believed that the motion capture data importing approach and manually 

posturing approaches would simulate realistic postures as a result of their increased user control, 

and ability to have maximum influence over the simulated posture. However, the lack of 

consistency in differences observed between these two approaches indicates that there may be 
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differences in the underlying models. Using a deductive reasoning approach, differences in the 

definition of Jack’s RLM relative to the lab-based RLM could explain the variation observed. 

This explanation is discussed in more detail in the direct motion capture data importing section 

below.  

In turn, when comparing Santos’ outputs to lab-based RLM outputs, only the trunk angles 

produced by its motion capture data importing approach and shoulder joint angles produced 

using the manual posturing approach were similar, refuting hypothesis one. Contrary to the belief 

that increased user control would assist in simulating data similar to a lab-based model, these 

results clearly suggest that there are other influencing factors that may extend beyond simple 

posture manipulation. In particular to Santos’ RLM, the multi-segmental model of the spine 

provided in the avatar may have acted as both an advantage and disadvantage when simulating 

the patient reposition task. It is believed that when using the motion capture data importing 

approach, the avatar was able to better adjust its spine (due to the increased DOF provided in the 

spine) with the given 3D position data from the lab-based RLM, to replicate the posture of the 

trunk segment. This may explain the similarities observed between the motion capture driven and 

lab-based RLM trunk angles. In turn, while the user was given a higher degree of control when 

manually posturing the spine of the avatar, this may have resulted in producing higher variation 

in trunk angles relative to the lab-based RLM.   

When using the DHM software packages’ posture prediction approach to simulate the 

patient reposition task, it was hypothesized that the estimated kinematic and kinetic joint 

measures would differ from the lab-based RLM outputs. Data indicated that the L4-L5 joint 

moments, shoulder joint angles and moments estimated using Jack’s statistical driven posture 

prediction approach were different from lab-based RLM outputs, supporting hypothesis one. 
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However, only the trunk angles and L4-L5 moments estimated using Santos’ optimization-based 

posture prediction approach were different from lab-based RLM outputs, partially supporting 

hypothesis one. When considering the differences between Jack and Santos’ posture prediction 

results, there were apparent model differences that effected the predicted joint angles and 

moments. According to Faraway et al. (2006) Jack will attempt to minimize motion from the 

base of its kinematic chain (spine root), as a result, similar trunk angles may have been observed 

relative to the lab-based RLM. Comparatively, Santos’ optimization model attempted to 

minimize joint displacement and moments when predicting whole body postures. Interestingly, 

the shoulder joint angles and moments estimated were similar to the lab-based RLM, suggesting 

that Santos may better predict upper extremity kinematics and kinetic but suffer in producing low 

back measures, in part due to the digital structure of the of the spine (increased degrees of 

freedom).  

When evaluating the relationship between DHM estimated kinematics and kinetics using 

the posture prediction approach to lab-based RLM outputs, it was predicted that they would have 

a weak correlation. All four outcome measures of interest; trunk and shoulder joint angles and 

moments estimated using Jack and Santos’ posture prediction approach had a weak correlation 

(r<0.50) with lab-based RLM outputs, supporting hypothesis two. Large variation found between 

posture predicted DHM outputs and lab-based RLM can explain the lack of association and 

agreement between the variables. Interestingly, when evaluating the relationship between manual 

posturing outputs and lab-based RLM, a moderate correlation (0.5≤ r ≤ 0.7) was expected; 

however, a stronger relationship was found between L4-L5 joint moments and shoulder angles 

estimated by Jack and Santos, partially supporting the hypothesis. The differences between the 

relative variables were small, but still underestimated values, indicating that measurement error 
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during manually posturing effected results. Finally, a strong relationship was predicted between 

direct motion capture data estimated kinematics and kinetics to the lab-based RLM outputs; 

however, only the shoulder joint angles estimated by Jack had a strong correlation (r >0.7), 

refuting hypothesis two. Again, the lack of association found between the variables can be 

explained by the variability observed in the outputs estimated by the motion capture data 

importing approach.  

Based on the resultant data, it is clear that there are inherent features associated with 

DHM posturing approaches that limits their ability to simulate a patient handling task that would 

replicate a lab-based biomechanical investigation. Moreover, there are biomechanical modelling 

differences between DHMs and the lab-based RLM used in this study that effect the ability to 

directly compare the results of DHMs to those generated using a lab-based approach when 

estimating kinematic and kinetic joint outcome measures. Differences identified between the 

simulated data across the three posturing approaches as well as the implication of these 

differences towards the investigation of MSD hazard exposures in patient handling are further 

explained by posture approach, below.  

5.2 Manual Joint Manipulation  

Manual joint manipulation is a common approach used to digitally simulate postures in 

DHM environments, therefore it remains important to compare modeled joint kinematic and 

kinetic outputs to a lab-based modeling approach. When manually posturing in Jack, the 

kinematic and kinetic outputs estimated agreed with the lab-based model, while outputs 

estimated using Santos did not agree. Manually manipulating the avatar in Jack to simulate 

automotive assembly tasks have also shown good accuracy in kinematic and kinetic joint 

measures (Kajaks, Stephens, & Potvin, 2011). Data from this study demonstrated that Jack also 
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has the ability to simulate realistic postures adopted by HCPs during patient repositioning tasks 

when using its manual joint manipulation approach. Although, this is likely also dependent on 

the skill and practice of the user performing the manual joint manipulation. 

Generally, in the field of biomechanics, there is no acceptable measurement error value 

for kinematic and kinetic joint measures. However, researchers in gait biomechanics have used 

±5° in joint angles as an acceptable measure of error in results (Hassan, Jenkyn, & Dunning, 

2007; McGinley, Baker, Wolfe, & Morris, 2009) and ±10Nm has been previously used in the 

literature to evaluate the validity of low back moments estimated using a 3D RLM (Plamondon, 

Gagnon, & Desjardins, 1996). While both these acceptable limits are not directly related to the 

context of this investigation, they still provide a comparative value to interpret the errors 

produced in the biomechanical measures.  

Users can expect to see a difference of at least ±11.32° and ±14.50° in trunk and shoulder 

joint angles respectively when using Jack to estimate angles, relative to a lab-based approach. In 

the context of occupational biomechanics, this magnitude of error in kinematic outputs 

(regardless of being outside the recommended range of error) would likely not influence to the 

interpretation of data when investigating MSD exposures. However, investigators should still use 

their own judgment and experience when evaluating the kinematic outputs from Jack. In turn, it 

is expected that Jack’s manual posturing approach will produce an error of at least ±9.37Nm in 

L4-L5 joint moments when simulating a patient handling task. This evidence further provides 

preliminary evidence to support the ability of Jack’s manual posturing approach to estimate valid 

biomechanical demands used to investigate the exposures to MSD hazards in patient handling 

tasks.  
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Outputs estimated by Santos when manually posturing the avatar were not in agreement 

with the lab-based model. Only the shoulder angles estimated by Santos showed agreement and 

contained a small error of measurement (±4.55°). The lack of agreement observed between 

Santos and the lab-based model outputs when manually posturing the avatar may be attributed to 

the structure of its rigid linked segmental model. Santos’ trunk is modeled using a multi-

segmental approach to represent the vertebrae of the spine (Figure 3), while the trunk of the lab-

based RLM and Jack were modeled as one rigid segment. These two different trunk modeling 

approaches have had varying effects on trunk kinematics and kinetics. Differences in trunk 

flexion/extension angles has been observed between the use of a single-segmental model of the 

trunk and the multi-segmental model (Kudo, Fujimoto, Sato, & Nagano, 2018). Differences 

observed between the trunk angles estimated using Santos relative the lab-based RLM may be 

explained by its spine structure during manual joint manipulation, as well as the posture 

prediction and motion capture approach.  

In addition to trunk kinematic differences, differences in modeling approaches may have 

also manifest in trunk kinetics. Variability in anthropometric parameters (i.e. trunk segment 

length, joint center of rotation) calculated for the trunk segment has been found between the use 

of single-segmental and the multi-segmental trunk models. These differences can change the 

moment arms estimated from the L4-L5 joint COR to the hand load depending on the structure 

of the spine model resulting in differences in low back moments calculated (Desjardins, 

Plamondon, & Gagnon, 1998; Rao, Amarantini, Berton, & Favier, 2006; Riemer & Hsiao-

Wecksler, 2008). Therefore, differences in the trunk segment models between Santos and the 

lab-based model may well explain the differences in L4-L5 joint moments. 
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Furthermore, with Santos’ multi-segmental spine model, a higher degree of freedom in 

spine motion was provided. This could also have attributed to differences observed in trunk 

angles and L4-L5 moments. With Santos’ multi-segmental spine model, users are able to 

manipulate 17 single vertebral joints to simulate the posture adopted by the HCP during the 

patient handling task. Jack’s spine was manipulated at a single joint (trunk over pelvis joint). 

Due to the higher degree of freedom, lower back and upper back curvature was better modeled in 

Santos, perhaps even better that the lab-based RLM approach. Vertebrae were individually 

positioned within the sagittal plane to best adjust the posture of the back to replicate the static 

image of the HCP. Due to this, trunk angles may have been underestimated (as more motion is 

taken up through other spine segments) and in turn, underestimated L4-L5 joint moments since 

the moment arm produced from the L4-L5 joint COR to the hand load is smaller to lower joint 

angles.  

Finally, based on the magnitude of the trunk flexion/extension angles estimated by 

Santos, it is believed that the DHM may have been calculating and outputting intervertebral 

flexion/extension joint angles (angle produced between the L4 vertebrae and L5 vertebrae) rather 

than the trunk flexion/extension angles (trunk segment relative to the pelvis segment). Trunk 

angles estimated by Santos across all 25 individual manual simulations were under 10°. Studies 

evaluating the motions of intact human lumbar spines have reported that the total 

flexion/extension ROM between the L4 and L5 vertebral segments is approximately 12° (Cook, 

Yeager, & Cheng, 2015; Yamamoto, Panjabi, & Oxland, 1989). Prior to the use of Santos in this 

investigation and based on the commercially available documentation, it was assumed that 

Santos’ kinematic model would output trunk flexion/extension angles; however, the resultant 
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data suggests that Santos may indeed be estimating intervertebral joint angles instead. This could 

also explain why trunk angles were underestimated by Santos.  

5.3 Posture Prediction 

Regardless of the posture prediction model (optimization-based in Santos, statistical-

based in Jack), the DHM modeled low back and shoulder demands associated with a patient 

repositioning task were not in agreement with those estimated using a lab-based biomechanical 

modeling approach. While the goal of posture prediction is to provide users with a proactive 

method to simulate realistic human postures for any given task or design constraints (Abdel-

Malek & Arora, 2013; Chaffin, 2005; Faraway & Reed, 2007), data from this investigation 

suggest that both Jack and Santos posture prediction models may still require improvement to 

robustly simulate postures adopted by HCPs. The lack of agreement observed in output measures 

can be explained by the underlying mathematical models used to drive the predicted set of joint 

angles and joint moments.  

Jack’s posture prediction model is driven by pre-recorded motion data and 

anthropometrics gathered from subjects performing manual automotive related tasks (Duffy, 

2008; Faraway & Reed, 2007). As a result, it was not surprising to find that Jack was unable to 

predict realistic postures for a health care related task. However, it is interesting to note that the 

predicted shoulder angles contained a high bias (-47.65) relative to the other outputs. The human 

behaviour control framework integrated into Jack’s existing empirical model could explain this 

(Faraway & Reed, 2007). To accurately produce postures for a complex task, an ergonomic  

control framework was developed based on hierarchical set of posture and motion modules that 

controlled human behavior (low back and shoulder biomechanical demands, upper and lower 

extremity inverse kinematics and torso motion) (Reed, Faraway, Chaffin, & Martin, 2006).  
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Based on this framework, it is believed that the model was attempting to predict postures 

that would minimize the demands at the low back. When the Jack avatar was reaching for the 

sheet to exert a force to move the patient, the distal end of the upper extremity kinematic chain 

moved first (hand, forearm, upper arm) followed by the torso, as necessary to complete the task. 

This likely caused increased variation in the shoulder angles, and an underestimation of trunk 

angles and L4-L5 moments. Interestingly, this pattern in limb trajectories used for the patient 

reposition task were similar to the trajectories described when predicting the seated reach in an 

automobile (Reed et al., 2006), where displacement of the low back was kept to a minimum. This 

further provides evidence to suggest that Jack has a tendency towards adopting postures used in 

automotive related tasks even when provided constraints to simulate a healthcare related task.  

Santos uses an optimization methodology to predict postures. The optimization algorithm 

is dependent on how the user prioritizes competing objectives related to human performance 

measures (i.e., joint torque, discomfort, joint displacement) (Marler et al., 2009). For this 

investigation, it was assumed that HCPs attempted to optimize their postures to minimize joint 

stresses experienced when repositioning the patient. Ergonomic guidelines for safe patient 

handling suggest that HCPs should use safe postural strategizes to minimize stresses to the 

musculoskeletal system (Nelson & Baptiste, 2004; OSHA, 2009). As a result, the weighting 

factors (based on percentage) of the objective functions were adjusted to prioritize the 

minimization of performance measures (e.g., 100% priority to minimizing joint torque, 100% to 

minimizing discomfort). L4-L5 and shoulder joint moments computed based on the predicted 

postures were lower than the lab-based RLM, demonstrating that the set objective functions did 

indeed minimize the joint torque. Similar to Lämkull, Hanson, & Örtengren, (2008) findings, it is 

believed that the posture prediction approach was not used in its optimal manner. However, these 
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data do suggest that in order to predict the physical and biomechanical demands imposed on 

HCPs during a patient handling task, prioritization of performance measures need to be re-

evaluated. 

Unlike automotive or manual material handling tasks patient handling tasks do not 

always have the optimal conditions to use postural strategies that would minimize joint loading. 

This is primarily due to physically handling of humans versus industrial materials. As a result, 

joint torque may not be a factor that should be minimized when predicting postures for patient 

handling tasks. The postures adopted by HCPs during patient handling tasks need to be observed 

and analyzed in reality to determine appropriate objective weightings. When testing the fidelity 

of Santos’ posture prediction model on a seated reach task, Marler & colleagues (2007) first 

determined the appropriate weights to assign to each performance measure by analyzing the 

postural strategies used by individuals via motion capture data collected during a seated reach 

task. While it was a fairly simple task, this approach did show similar joint angles produced to 

the motion capture study. The data from this study reinforce the importance of careful 

consideration when assigning weight factors in the optimization model in order to adequately 

generate realistic data. Analyzing the trends in kinematic and kinetic data of HCPs performing a 

patient handling tasks could be an option at determining the weight functions. 

5.4 Direct Motion Capture Data Importing  

While importing motion capture data into DHMs is not a common approach used to 

simulate postures, it was still included into this investigation to help uncover underlying 

differences between DHM and lab-based developed RLMs. Both Jack and Santos were unable to 

reproduce the postures of HCPs when mapping motion capture position data gathered from the 

lab investigation onto the avatar. Because the joint angles varied relative to the lab-based model, 
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the moment arms estimated from the shoulder and L4-L5 joint to the hand load likely also 

changed the joint moments calculated by the DHM models. The lack of agreement observed 

between the kinematic and kinetic outcome measures from both software is likely dependent on 

the differences in the kinematic linkage structures/joint decompositions of the DHM models and 

little to do with patient handling task simulated.  

 Shoulder joint angles estimated by both Jack and Santos were overestimated relative to 

the lab-based model. These results may be specific to differences in skeletal linkage models of 

the shoulder. In the lab-based RLM the center of joint rotation for the shoulder was identified at 

the glenohumeral joint and its axis of rotation were created based on the ISB standards. Jack and 

Santos’ RLM model do not use the glenohumeral joint as the shoulder joint center, nor are their 

local joint coordinate systems created using ISB standard. Anatomically, the acromio-clavicular 

joint center (Robinette et al., 1991) was used as the shoulder joint and a robotics method 

(Denavit-Hartenberg) was used to create the local joint coordinate systems in both Jack and 

Santos (Badler, Phillips, & Webber, 1999b; Yang, Kim, et al., 2007). Due to these differences, 

there may have been errors produced when mapping the shoulder position data from the lab-

based model onto the shoulder joint of the avatar. These difference in shoulder angles, may also 

be reflected in shoulder joint moments estimated by Jack and Santos, as the moment arm 

between the shoulder joint COR to the hand load likely changed, impacting the calculated joint 

moments.  

When, comparing the low back joint kinematic and kinetic outputs from the DHM 

software a different trend in results was observed relative to the shoulder outputs. The trunk 

angles, computed by both Jack and Santos did not agree with the lab-based model angles; 

however, the L4-L5 joint moments estimated by Jack did show agreement with moments 
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estimated using the lab-based model. Since joint kinematics have a direct effect on joint kinetics, 

it is unusual to see that the differences produced in the trunk angles were not reflected in the joint 

moments. Similarities in the spine model structure between the lab-based RLM and Jack spine 

model discussed earlier could possibly explain similar L4-L5 joint moments estimated between 

Jack and the lab-based model. Again, differences between the conventions used to create local 

joint coordinate systems (ISB vs robotics) between the lab based and DHM RLM low back 

segment/joint may have also attributed to the errors produced in trunk angles and L4-L5 

moments estimated using the motion capture data importing approach.  

In addition to skeletal linkage model and/or joint angle decomposition differences, 

anthropometric differences were also found to have an impact on the kinematic and kinetic 

outputs estimated. When mapping the joint position data from lab-based RLM onto the avatar, 

visually, it was revealed that there were possible differences in skeletal linkage lengths between 

the lab-based model and DHM (Figure 35). This highlights how the use of anthropometric data 

bases in DHM software to derive skeletal linkage lengths of avatars (Raschke, Schutte, & 

Chaffin, 2000; Cheng et al., 1994) can produce varying anthropometric measures that may not 

exactly replicate the segment properties of modeled individuals.  

Comparing the motion capture data driven postural data to lab based modelled postural 

data allowed for the investigation of potential sources of error within the DHM tools. 

Specifically, it allowed for the evaluation of the sensitivity of digitally modeled kinematics to 

differences in skeletal linkage models and joint angle decompositions. The analysis revealed that 

the differences in joint centers of rotations identified, local joint coordinate systems as well as 

anthropometrics (linkage length) used in digital human models influenced the resultant postural 

data simulated. Generally, these underlying differences found between commercial digital human 
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models versus a lab-based data constructed rigid link model highlights the potential limitations in 

using a digital model to investigate MSDs. Users should be aware of how these model 

differences could potentially influence the interpretation of their kinematic and kinetic outputs.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 35. Joint position data from the lab-based model mapped onto anthropometrically scaled avatars in Jack 

(left) and Santos (right). In Santos, the green circles show the avatar joint centers of rotation and the red circles are 

the joint centers of rotation of the lab-based skeletal model, red lines show the mapping errors 

 

5.5 Summary of Factors Associated with Digital Models that Resulted in Differences 

Between Lab-based and DHM Biomechanical Outputs  
 

The results from this investigation demonstrated greater variability between the DHM 

and lab-based model estimated joint kinematic and kinetic measures than expected, across all 

posturing approaches. These unexpected differences are likely a result of several model related 

factors. The following section discusses specific model factors found within Jack and Santos that 

influenced their computed biomechanical outputs.  
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5.5.1 Skeletal Linkage Model  

 

The kinetics of the digital spine in Jack and the lab-based RLM was modeled using a 

single rigid segment of the trunk while Santos’ spine was modeled using a multi-rigid segment 

approach (kinematically and kinetically). A single segment modeling approach is typically used 

by researchers in the field of biomechanics to model and estimate the low back moments acting 

about the L4-L5 or L5-S1 joint (Marras, Davis, Kirking, & Granata, 1999; McGill & Norman, 

1986; Reeves & Cholewicki, 2003), as it is simplified approach. In turn, a multi-segmental spine 

allows for the user and the software to model the angular displacement of the lumbar and 

thoracic regions of the vertebrae. This can act as both a benefit and limitation to this particular 

study. Since HCPs adopt complex postures during patient handling tasks, using Santos allowed 

the user to better replicate the posture assumed through the upper and lower back when manually 

posturing the avatar. In retrospect, this did seem to better simulate the posture visually, but it 

impacted the quantitative biomechanical measures calculated from the model (trunk angles and 

L4-L5 moments).  

Additionally, due to the multi-segmental spine model in Santos, the software computed 

trunk angles between vertebral segments, whereas the lab-based model and Jack computed trunk 

flexion/extension angles formed between the rigid trunk and pelvis segments, Furthermore, with 

a multi-segmental spine, comes increased degrees of freedom (DOF). As a result, when using the 

posture prediction approach in Santos, it is believed that the model utilized the increased DOF of 

the spine to assume a spine posture that would minimize the L4-L5 joint moments. Evidence 

from this study demonstrated how the use of the multi-segmented spine models in DHM can 

introduce differences when digitally modeling a patient handling task.  
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Based on the visual analysis of the upper body skeletal linkage models in Jack and 

Santos, it can be seen that a simple structure of the shoulder complex has been adapted. Both 

skeletal linkage models’ shoulder joint position has been identified by model developers at the 

acromio-clavicular joint (scapula relative to clavicle) (Badler et al., 1999b; Robinette et al., 

1991; Yang, Kim, et al., 2007). However, since there is no digital structure of the scapula in Jack 

and Santos, the rotation of the joint was modeled between the upper arm link and trunk segment. 

The shoulder joint center of rotation (COR) in the laboratory based RLM was defined at the 

glenohumeral joint (GH), which has been clinically identified as the axis where shoulder 

flexion/extension motion (humerus relative to the thorax) occurs. Anatomically, the position of 

acromio-clavicular joint is above the GH joint in the shoulder complex (this was evidently 

depicted in the motion capture data mapping in Figure 35). Therefore, it is likely that different 

moment arms were computed between the shoulder joint COR and the hand load between the 

DHM and lab-based model, resulting in difference in the shoulder joint moments calculated 

within each simulated posture of the HCP.  

5.5.2 Kinematic Degrees of Freedom  

In relation to the kinematic linkage model design, the differences in the DOF between the 

DHM and lab-based RLMs has been suspected as factor that resulted in differences as well. 

Increased DOF adds computational complexity to the kinematic model (Zhao & Badler, 1994). 

Mathematically, if a kinematic model has a high DOF, the rigid bodies have greater freedom to 

displace in space. However, when modeling human kinematics, this may introduce error in the 

predicted position and orientation of segments, as human joints are constrained by varying limits 

of degrees of motion (Zatsiorsky, 1998).  
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The lab-based RLM was be developed with 34 DOF based on physiological parameters 

(i.e. no translation amongst segments); however, Jack (135DOF) and Santos (211DOF) included 

higher DOF in their kinematic linkage models (Abdel-Malek et al., 2007; Blanchonette, 2010). 

Differences produced as a result of increased DOF most likely influenced the postures simulated 

using the posture prediction approach in both Jack and Santos. Since the models are given fewer 

inputs (relative to manual manipulation and direct motion data importing), relying on the 

algorithm and kinematic linkage chain, the avatar likely utilized the full body DOF available to 

predict the postures in order to meet the objective of the task (turning a patient). While this 

increases the number of feasible simulations predicted by the software, it also increases the 

number of differences in joint angle outputs relative to the lab-based RLM.  

However, when considering the limitations of previous studies that have used DHM to 

simulate patient handling tasks (Paul & Quintero-Duran, 2015; Potvin, 2017), having an 

increased DOF may be a benefit, as the avatar has the ability to predict several different postures 

depending on the constraints applied to the task. Broadly, this demonstrates the ability of the 

posture prediction approach to simulate the variability in movement strategies used by HCPs 

during patient handling tasks.  

5.5.3 Joint Decomposition  

 

Differences in the standards used to define local joint axis of joint may have also 

influenced the shoulder and trunk angles and L4-L5 moments estimated by the DHM software. 

The lab-based RLM was developed using the International Society of Biomechanics (ISB) 

standards for joint coordinate systems (Wu et al., 2002, 2005). When using this convention, each 

joint (i.e., elbow, knee, shoulder, L4-L5) has a different set of joint rotations defined to ensure 

that clinically meaningful joint angles and moments can be computed. In turn, the local joint 
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axes of rotation in Jack and Santos were developed using the Denavit-Hartenberg parameters 

(Badler et al., 1999b; Yang, Kim, et al., 2007). This convention is commonly used in the field of 

robotics to create reference frames for kinematic chains. The coordinate frames are attached to 

the joints between two links such that one transformation is associated with the joint and the 

second is associated with the link (Hartenberg & Denavit, 1955). The joints are modeled as 

either a hinged or sliding joint, whereas the ISB conventions were created based on the clinical 

joint type (i.e. GH joint modeled as ball and socket).  

Since the Denavit-Hartenberg convention is based on mechanical properties rather than 

orthopedic properties of joints, it gives reason to believe that the shoulder and trunk angles and 

L4-L5 moments estimated by the DHM software may have error. Due to these differences, Jack 

and Santos may have also suffered from producing clinically meaningful joint angles and 

moments about the flexor/extensor axis. This could explain why a higher difference between 

joint angles and moments was observed at greater values between the DHM software and lab-

based RLM. Consequently, when modeling HCPs who use postures with a greater range of 

motion (large shoulder or trunk flexion angle) may tend to underestimate these joint angles 

consequently impacting the fidelity of joint moments calculated as well.  

5.5.4 Anthropometrics 

 

The anthropometric databases in Jack and Santos (ANSUR, NHANES, GEBOD) used to 

scale the segment lengths of the virtual avatar may also have been a factor that resulted in 

differences. Kouchi & Mochimaru, (2004) found that the errors produced in anthropometric 

measures of avatars in DHM tools is dependent on the database and individual characteristic 

(race and body form, etc.). The lab-based RLM used the position data gathered from the 

anatomical landmarks and height of the subject to construct rigid body segments. In turn, 
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existing anthropometric measures (i.e. stature, hip height) directly measured from civilians or 

from 3D body scans are used to calculate the proportional length of rigid body segments of 

avatars based on the stature inputted into the software (Blanchonette, 2010; Duffy, 2008).  

The potential influence of differences in anthropometric measures between the lab-based 

RLM and DHM RLMs was revealed when using the motion capture data importing approach to 

simulate the patient handling task. It was clear the link lengths estimated by both Jack and Santos 

were different from the lab-base model. Errors in link lengths may have influenced the joint 

angles produced by the DHM software, but likely had a greater influence on the joint moments 

estimated across each simulation, as the moment arms estimated from the shoulder and L4-L5 

joint CORs to the hand load would differ as well. When considering anthropometric scaling, 

aside from other factors outlined, it is predicted to have the least influence on simulation results.  
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Figure 36. A summary of factors associated with digital models that resulted in differences between lab-based and 

DHM biomechanical outputs. Each model-related factor influenced the kinematic and kinetic outputs across the 

posturing approaches; however, this flow chart illustrates where each influencing factor was revealed in this 

investigation.  

 

5.6 Use of DHM Kinematic and Kinetic Outputs for the Investigation of MSD Hazards 

To investigate MSD hazard exposures in patient repositioning tasks, ergonomist and 

researchers need to have DHM tools that are able to accurately model and predict the 

biomechanical demands imposed on HCPs during patient repositioning tasks. Therefore, in this 

investigation, it was important to evaluate the practical applications of DHM estimated outcomes 

by comparing results directly to those obtained in a lab-based investigation. Lab-based modeled 
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joint angles and forces generated using 3D kinematics gathered from a motion capture system 

have been often used as the reference or “gold standard” measure in validation studies (Beravs, 

Reberšek, Novak, Podobnik, & Munih, 2011; Papi, Osei-Kuffour, Chen, & McGregor, 2015; 

Sutherland, Albert, Wrigley, & Callaghan, 2008). This is because measurements gathered 

directly from the human and are considered accurate.  

Considering the differences found and measurement errors produced from each posturing 

approach, Jack’s manual posturing approach can be used as a descriptive tool to evaluate MSD 

hazards associated with patient repositioning tasks. The exposure to high risk external load 

moments to the low back is estimated at 74Nm (Marras et al., 1993; Marras et al., 1995). As a 

result, when practitioners are using Jack outputs from manual simulations to evaluate the 

biomechanical demands at the low back, a difference of ±10Nm would not likely impact the 

interpretation of L4-L5 joint moments when comparing the value to the low back moment injury 

threshold (74Nm). However, this investigation only calculated and compared the external 

moment produced about the flexion/extension axis at the low back. The impact of lateral/bending 

moments at the low back is also a measure to consider when assessing patient repositioning 

tasks, as these moments have  been found to increase the biomechanical demands of the lumbar 

spine as well (Marras & Granata, 1997)  

Postural data extracted from Jack’s manual simulations of a patient reposition can also be 

used as a measure to screen for exposures to MSD hazards. Practitioners can expect to see a 

difference of at least ±11° in sagittal plane trunk angles when modeling a patient reposition task. 

Exposure to trunk flexion angle greater than 45° (Punnett, Fine, Keyserling, Herrin, & Chaffin, 

1991) and lumbar extension angle greater than 30° (Patel & Kinsella, 2017) have been classified 

as severe and associated with low back pain and disorders. While the majority HCPs observed in 
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the study produced trunk extension angles, a difference of ±11° in trunk flexion/extension angles 

produced by Jack would likely not impact the interpretation of exposure to the low back relative 

to the injury thresholds.  

The shoulder flexion angle can be used by practitioners as a measure to determine the 

physical demands imposed at the shoulder during the performance of a patient reposition task. 

The 25th percentile female shoulder flexor strength moment is approximately 41Nm (Chaffin, 

Andersson, & Martin, 1991), where 25th percentile female strength is commonly used for 

ergonomic design guidelines. Both the shoulder flexion angle and load handled affect the 

moment strength produced by the shoulder. Considering the load handled in each hand by the 

HCP in this investigation (102N), the 25th percentile female HCP could produce the required 

shoulder flexion strength moment from 0° - 25° shoulder flexion angle to safely support the 

patient load (Chaffin, Andersson, & Martin, 1991). Jack’s manual simulation produced a 

minimum difference of 15° in shoulder flexion angles when simulating HCPs perform a patient 

reposition task. Relative to the safe shoulder flexion angle ROM (0° - 25°) that can produce the 

required shoulder flexion strength, a difference of 15° may impact the interpretation of shoulder 

related MSD exposures during the ergonomic screening of a patient reposition task. In addition, 

it is important to highlight that the shoulder abduction/adduction and external/internal rotation at 

the shoulder was not explored in this investigation. Angles formed in these planes of motion at 

the shoulder can impact the physical loads imposed at the shoulder complex as well (Aarås, 

Westgaard, & Stranden, 1988; Punnett, Fine, Monroe Keyserling, Herrin, & Chaffin, 2000; 

Takagi et al., 2014). Practitioners should consider the shoulder movements produced by the HCP 

not only in the sagittal plane, but also the frontal and transverse plane when assessing the MSD 

exposures at the shoulder.  
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Compared to the posture prediction and motion capture driven approaches, the manual 

posturing approach in Jack could be utilized by practitioners to extract kinematic and kinetic data 

to help describe the exposures to MSD hazards during a patient repositioning task. Specifically, 

ergonomists and researchers could use Jack to manually simulate and evaluate several postures 

used by HCPs in their current practice when repositioning a patient. Information from the 

simulations can provide end-users with data on the postural and biomechanical demands imposed 

on HCPs that can be used to inform re-design of equipment or revised training programs for 

HCPs. Overall, increased user control provided when simulating the posture manually in Jack 

and the kinematic linkage structure of the avatar likely were factors that allowed the simulation 

of realistic joint kinematics and kinetics.  

Although Jack and Santos’ posture prediction approaches were not able to provide similar 

kinematic and kinetic outputs to the lab-based model outputs in this investigation, it still may be 

a potentially helpful approach for the proactive investigation of patient reposition tasks. In 

particular, Santos’ optimization-based posture prediction approach has the capabilities of 

predicting how a HCP should safely perform a patient reposition. Practitioners could utilize this 

approach to determine the optimal task configurations (i.e. bed height, sheet position, hand 

position) that would minimize joint loading on the HCP during a patient turn. This predicted data 

could not only help re-design equipment and task parameters, it could also aide in the 

development of safe patient repositioning strategies that could reduce the exposure to MSD 

hazards. As well, with the simplicity of the approach, practitioners could determine the 

biomechanical demands imposed on HCPs from a distribution of population anthropometrics 

handling several different patient loads. This data could be used to determine load limits for safe 

handling.  
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Practitioners should use caution when interpreting low back kinematic data produced by 

DHMs. Considering the evidence found in this investigation, both Jack and Santos software 

packages calculate different low back angles due to their spine model structures. Where Jack 

calculates the trunk flexion/extension angle (trunk relative to the pelvis) and Santos calculates 

the intervertebral flexion/extension angle (L4 vertebrae relative to the L5 vertebrae). This model 

related factor highlights the importance of understanding the implications of DHM tools and 

their impact on outcome measures, particularly when comparing those measures to outcomes 

generated using a lab-based RLM for the investigation of MSD hazards.  
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6.0 Limitations  

Despite the efforts made to control external factors and experimental conditions, 

limitations associated with the lab-based investigation may have had implications on the 

accuracy of the DHM simulations. During the collection of video data, only the sagittal, right 

upper body image and left lower body image of the HCP was captured during the performance of 

the patient reposition task. Consequently, this had implications towards the accuracy of 

simulations completed using the manual joint manipulation approach in Jack and Santos. This 

may have affected the low back kinematic and kinetic outputs estimated from manual joint 

manipulation approach. Additionally, segment positions about the transverse and frontal planes 

were not evaluated across the three DHM posturing approaches, consequently limiting the 

interpretation of data for MSD hazard investigations. Only the sagittal plane angles and joint 

moments produced at the low back and shoulder were evaluated in this investigation. Movements 

produced by the HCP during the patient reposition task varied about the three planes, which can 

impact the overall conclusion of severity of the MSD exposure.  

The aim this thesis was to compare the kinematic and kinetic outputs estimated between 

DHMs and lab-based developed RLM. While lab-based models are commonly used as the 

criterion measure in many biomechanical investigations, the use of a lab-based RLM in this 

comparative study limited the extent to which practical comparisons could be made. Specifically, 

the structural and computational differences between DHMs and the lab-based RLM made it 

challenging to practically compare kinematic and kinetic outputs. For example, Jack and Santos 

DHMs were both developed based on robotics principles, included over a 100 DOF and used 

anthropometric databases to estimate link length. In turn, the lab-based constructed model was 

developed using biomechanical principles, included less than 50 DOF and used directly 
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measured data from human participants to calculate segment link lengths. Consequently, these 

significant model differences produced high variability in the dependent measures assessed, thus 

limiting the extent to which model-for-model comparisons could be made. As well, since both 

DHMs were pre-designed software packages, there was very limited ability provided to adjust 

the structural models of the avatars or computational approaches to match the lab-based model in 

order to make direct comparisons.   

Furthermore, all three posturing approaches evaluated in this investigation provided 

different kinematics and kinetic results relative to the lab-based RLM. The manual posturing 

approach simulated the posture used by the HCP during lab-based investigation, which provided 

comparable results to the lab-based model. However, the posture prediction approach in both 

DHMs were predicting the postural strategies that would be used by a HCP, rather than modeling 

the posture used by the HCP during the lab-based investigation. This resulted in two differing 

data sets; where the lab-based model produced the real-life kinematics and kinetics of HCPs and 

the posture prediction approach produced the kinematics and kinetics associated with the optimal 

postural strategy that HCPs would use to perform the task. In retrospect, these data are therefore 

not the same and difficult to compare; however, it does highlight the unique differences between 

the uses of manual posturing and posture prediction approaches for different phases of HF&E 

investigations.  

When using the correlation plots to compare the DHM and lab-based RLM outputs, there 

were several factors that may have skewed the interpretation of correlation coefficients. There 

were consistent extreme values that appeared in the correlation plots that may have affected the 

strength of the overall relationships. These consistent extreme joint angle or moment values may 

have been a result of characteristics of individual HCPs used in the study sample. In addition, 
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when comparing the relationship between outputs produced by both the posture prediction and 

motion capture approaches to the lab-based model, variability in the data sets may have 

attributed to the decreased size in the correlation coefficients estimated. Specifically, a skewed 

distribution in the posture predicted and motion capture driven DHM outputs likely affected the 

correlations.  

Finally, this study only evaluated the static posture of a patient turn activity. This may 

hinder the extent to which the data can be generalized to other patient handling tasks. For 

example, the results may not reflect what would be seen in simulated data from lifting a patient. 

However, this investigation is the first to compare biomechanical measures estimated using 

DHM software packages to a lab-based modelled outputs specific to a patient repositioning task. 

Results from this study do provide preliminary evidence towards the validation of DHM tools as 

well as the independent factors associated with DHM modeling approaches that could impact the 

fidelity of biomechanical output measures commonly used to evaluate the presence or severity of 

MSD exposures.   

6.1 Implications of Future Research  

Through this comparative study, factors associated with the DHM software packages that 

could affect the fidelity of biomechanical measures were identified. An attempt was made at 

identifying the independent effect of each factor; however, due to the design of the experiment, it 

was not possible to quantify the effect of each model parameter on related difference in outcome 

measures. Further studies are required to investigate the magnitude of the effect of individual 

characteristics of digital models. Specifically, a detailed sensitivity analysis should be conducted 

to determine the effect of independent characteristics of DHM models on biomechanical 

measures.  
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Future studies should explore the effectiveness of DHM tools for both the reactive 

(descriptive) and proactive (prescriptive) investigation of MSD hazards for various patient 

handling tasks. As well, in addition to sagittal plane segment positioning, future studies should 

also consider modeling the frontal and transverse plane positions of limbs of HCPs during a 

patient reposition task. This would aide in estimating angles and moments about the low back 

and shoulder that are inclusive of the lateral bend, external/internal rotation and 

abduction/adduction limb motions used by HCPs. Further DHM investigations should also 

explore the use of directly measured segment lengths from live human participants that are being 

virtually simulated and input them into DHMs to scale the avatars. This could potentially 

minimize the errors produced in joint angles and moments as a result of anthropometric 

differences reported in this investigation.  
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7.0 Conclusions  

The aim of this thesis was to compare the kinematic and kinetic measures produced using 

two commercial DHM software packages’ manual joint manipulation, direct motion capture 

importing and posture prediction approaches against a lab-based rigid linked segmental model 

when modelling a patient repositioning task. Using Siemens Jack’s (V 8.4) manual joint 

manipulation approach to simulate a patient turn task produced low back and shoulder joint 

kinematics and kinetics that agreed well with the lab-based rigid segment linked model outputs. 

Kinematics and kinetics estimated using the posture prediction and direct motion capture data 

importing approaches using Siemens Jack (V 8.4) and Santos Pro did not agree with the lab-

based model outputs. Variation in shoulder and low back kinematic and kinetic measures 

observed across the three posturing approaches highlights the numerous factors associated with 

DHM software packages that could influence modeled biomechanical outcomes. Specifically, 

premise of each posturing approach (manual posturing vs. posture prediction) can provide either 

descriptive outputs or predictive outputs of a simulated patient reposition task. Furthermore, 

differences in the kinematic modeling assumptions related to structure of the skeletal linkage 

model, joint decomposition, anthropometry, and computational algorithms can all influence the 

biomechanical measures computed using DHM tools. The use of Siemens Jack (V 8.4) and 

Santos Pro software packages for biomechanical evaluation of patient repositioning tasks has the 

possibility to aide with the investigation of MSD exposures. However, it is important for 

practitioners to choose the appropriate posturing approach (reactive vs. proactive), depending on 

the goal of the MSD hazards investigation. As well, it is important for investigators to 

understand and consider the influence of model-related factors outlined in this investigation that 
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could affect their decisions when interpreting digitally modeled data that is used to determine 

exposures to MSD hazards  
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Lab-based rigid-linked model joint centers of rotation and 

segment landmarks 

Select joint/segment 

position data from the 
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avatar in the DHM 
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Appendix III 
Summary of multiple regression statistics for the Independent variables (Mean outputs) to 

Dependent variables (Mean difference outputs) 

Manual 
 

Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients 

Independent Variable  B Std. Error β t 

Jack L4-L5 Moment 0.22 0.08 0.47 2.54* 

Santos L4-L5 Moment 0.69 0.11 0.79 6.15* 

Jack Shoulder Moment 0.11 0.36 0.06 0.30 

Santos Shoulder Moment 1.28 0.31 0.65 4.15* 

Jack Trunk Angle  0.17 0.68 0.05 0.24 

Santos Trunk Angle 1.73 0.25 0.83 7.02* 

Jack Shoulder Angle  -0.66 0.14 -0.71 -4.85* 

Santos Shoulder Angle  0.04 0.08 0.10 0.47 

*p<0.05 
    

Posture Prediction 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Motion Capture 

 

 

 Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients 

Independent Variable B Std. Error β t 

Jack L4-L5 Moment 1.33 0.20 0.81 6.56* 

Santos L4-L5 Moment 1.59 0.17 0.89 9.54* 

Jack Shoulder Moment 0.07 0.27 0.05 0.26 

Santos Shoulder Moment 0.51 0.37 0.28 1.38 

Jack Trunk Angle 1.40 0.23 0.78 5.96* 

Santos Trunk Angle 1.71 0.11 0.96 16.28* 

Jack Shoulder Angle 0.85 0.34 0.47 2.53* 

Santos Shoulder Angle 1.13 0.35 0.56 3.20* 

*p<0.05 
    

 Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients 

Independent Variable B St. Error β t 

Jack L4-L5 Moment 0.44 0.18 0.45 2.40* 

Santos L4-L5 Moment 1.55 0.12 0.94 12.77* 

Jack Shoulder Moment -0.05 0.41 -0.03 -0.13 

Santos Shoulder Moment 0.41 0.36 0.23 1.14 

Jack Trunk Angle 1.07 0.20 0.75 5.38* 

Santos Trunk Angle 0.35 0.22 0.31 1.59 

Jack Shoulder Angle 0.17 0.16 0.22 1.08 

Santos Shoulder Angle 1.52 0.14 0.92 10.95* 

*p<0.05 
    


